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Center. Dr. Heymann remains an active
contributor to the field of cosmochemistry
with his studies of meteorites by various
techniques. Having wide-ranging scientific
interests and abilities, Dr. Heymann may
be difficult to categorize, but I am sure
the Department of Space Physics and
Astronomy is proud to count him among
its faculty.

Russell L. Palma Ph.D. '80
College Station, Thxas

The SWC 'Eclipse'
You are to be commended for the new
format of Sallyport. My criterion is simply
that I had never read a complete issue using
the traditional format, whereas I have read
each recent issue from cover to cover. What
better response to a magazine could you ask
for?

Regarding the article, "Hoot Couture:
What's Cool, What Isn't?" (February-March
Sallyport) and the angry responding letters:
I thought the article was intended as a
parody of high fashion, intended to show
that Rice students still don't care what they
wear. If it wasn't parody, then I would prob-
ably condemn it, too. By the way, I still don't
care much about clothing.

When I read the Report of the President,
1987, I was also very impressed and pleased
with the concept of five interdisciplinary
centers to derive maximum benefit from
Rice's intimate scale. This appears to be a
worthy and even visionary approach.

Recently, I had an opportunity to learn
more about these interdisciplinary centers
firsthand from Dr. Rupp. However, what
actually happened on that occasion was
that a different topic arose that completely
eclipsed the five centers. What topic has
such burning importance that Dr. Rupp had
to devote the entire discussion period to it?
What else but intercollegiate athletics.

I'm tempted to lapse into parody here,
myself. For example, I could seriously

explain why athletics deserved to eclipse
something as "relatively unimportant" as
improved undergraduate education. But I'm
just not a good enough writer to carry the
parody off with a straight keyboard.

The facts are simpler. Participation in
the Southwest Conference has become an
embarrassment and handicap to Rice. On
the occasion just referenced, Dr. Rupp had
to waste time defending the athletic pro-
gram and consequently ignoring the
important stuff.

Why is Rice in the SWC, anyway? Does
Rice make any money directly from athlet-
ics? What about indirect income? How
many Rice alumni are donating because
of Rice's athletic program? (Me, I usually
remember to include a note with my dona-
tions mentioning that I'm donating in spite
of Rice's participation in the SWC.

Well, how about the publicity value of
a major football program? In the SWC, Rice
can count on racking up a lot of losses every
year. You might respect a flyweight boxer
who keeps getting up just to be knocked
down again by his heavyweight opponent,
but you probably won't respect him for his
intelligence. Is that the kind of publicity
Rice wants?

So what about the spirit of intercol-
legiate competition? Gee, that sure sounds
noble and everything, but what has that got
to do with the SWC? Athletics, especially
football, in the SWC are business. Big busi-
ness. The funny thing is that Rice's team
actually isn't bad compared to other teams
of scholar-athletes. But.. Rice is trying to
play the game using the old rulebook. In the
new rulebook, "scholar-athlete" is anno-
tated "archaic, almost obsolete."

So what, precisely, is Rice getting out
of participation in the SWC? Rice can have
a very competitive football program, but
only by competing in its own class, with
Rice's peers.

Shannon Jacobs
Baker '78
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Through
the
Sallyport

bigital Dreams
The Marching Owl Band has its
Share of fans around the Southwest
Conference — witness any halftime
show at Rice Stadium.

Now, with the release on com-
pact disc of "The Best of Louie,
Louie" and "The Best of La Bamba"
on Santa Monica's Rhino Records,
the MOB legend is sure to grow.

"Louie, Louie" has long been
the band's unofficial theme song
(see related story in this issue).
To celebrate the 25th anniversary
of the song's number-one status,
Rhino reissued its 1983 commem-
orative collection containing 10
yersions of "Louie, Louie" — includ-
ing that of the MOB. The collection
has not previously been available
°n CD.

Joining the MOB on "The Best
of Louie, Louie" are the song's com-
C'ciser, Richard Berry, the Kingsmen
and the Sandpipers.

The Kingsmen's version cata-
Puked the song to popularity in
1.963, at least partially because of
its incomprehensible lyrics, which
Many thought were obscene. (In
reality, the singer forgot the words
and compensated by intentionally

garbling them; an FCC inves-
tigation proclaimed the lyrics
"unintelligible at any speed.")

In honor of the song's 25th
anniversary at number-one, some
40 cities throughout the U.S. have
held "Louie, Louie" parades, with
proceeds from kazoo sales and
sponsorships benefiting the Leuke-
mia Society of America. The MOB
participated in Houston's parade
in July.

Though the MOB'S version
of "La Bamba" is not as seeped in
Rice tradition, it was nonetheless
included on Rhino's "Best of La
Bamba" package. The release
features 10 versions of the song
popularized by the late Ritchie
Valens in 1958 and brought back
into prominence in 1987 through
the movie of the same name.

Joining the MOB in performing
"La Bamba" are the Crickets (with-
out Buddy Holly), the Ventures
and — always a MOB contemporary
— the Mormon Tabernacle Choir.

Monsters of Rice
After years of denying Rice Stadium
to concert promoters, the university
finally lowered the stadium barriers
July 2 to the Monsters of Rock.

The national concert tour,
headlined by Van Halen and featur-
ing opening sets by Metallica, the
Scorpions, Dokken and Kingdom
Come, was the first commercial
concert held at Rice Stadium and
Houston's first outdoor concert in
more than eight years.

Billed as the most costly tour
in rock history, the Monsters of
Rock setup included 350,000-
pound stages, 250,000-watt sound
systems, 100,000-pound lighting
systems supported by 15 cornputer-
automated truss structures weighing
24 tons, and a battalion of power
generators.

Among the residents of the
normally bucolic neighborhoods
around Rice, there were mixed
reactions. Some parked in lawn
chairs for the nine-hour concert,
puzzling over the sounds emanat-
ing from the stadium. Others made
plans to leave home for the day.

Most took it in stride. One long-
time resident who remembered the

'Monsters of Rock' hit the Rice stage

chaos of game days during Rice's
winning football era said that, after
all, "it couldn't be much worse"
than victorious Owl fans.

By busing hordes of concert-
goers from their parking spots
at the Astrodome, issuing passes to
neighborhood residents to allow
them access to otherwise-closed
surrounding streets and providing
armies of security personnel, Pace
Concerts, the promoters of the
event, kept everything well in hand.

Except, perhaps, for the noise.
But as one neighborhood resident
noted with what surely must be the
deep, philosophical reasoning of a
latent rock fan: "Sure, I'll be mad
about the noise, but I'm in favor
of reality."

Go Yeast, Young Men
Rice University sophomore
Douglas C. Elliott hit the buzzer
and said calmly, "Mr. Potato Head."

When Elliott answered the un-
completed question, "Whose pipe
did Surgeon General C. Everett
Koop...," he catapulted Rice from
the regional games into final com-
petition for the 1988 College Bowl.
Koop might have won a victory
in his anti-smoking crusade on
Nov. 17, 1987, by accepting the sur-
rendered pipe from an oversized
version of the famous Mr. Potato
Head toy, but Rice's victory was
even sweeter — a chance to win
the national contest that eluded
the university's team in 1982, when
Rice finished second in the U.S.
bowl.

But, alas, it was not to be.
Rice's team, "The Yeastie Boys" (a

variation on the name of the rock
group, the Beastie Boys), was
eliminated in the first round during
the late May competition at the
University of Illinois-Chicago. The
team from the University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill went on to
win.

Members of the Rice hopefuls
included: Michael J. Yanochik, a
junior from Marietta, Ga., consid-
ered a highly flexible generalist
with a history background; David
H. Nathan, a Galveston junior who
served as the team's music and
entertainment specialist; graduat-
ing senior S. Lawrence Nyveen of
Montreal, Canada, who handled
questions on science, sports and
music; Brian J. Tagtmeier, a Dallas
junior whose expertise was in clas-
sical music, science and literature;
graduating senior George W. Webb
of New Orleans, who dealt with
matters of biography, geography
and politics; and Douglas C. Elliott,
a Bethesda, Md., sophomore spe-
cializing in European and Russian
history and culture.

"The Yeastie Boys" won the
regional contest in Baton Rouge,
La., in February, competing against
Louisiana State University. At the
nationals, they represented the
region of Texas, Louisiana and
Arkansas.

The team took its name from
a previous Rice team that called
itself "The Yeast Infection." That
name was followed by last year's
team, which was called "The Yeast
Rises Again." Team members re-
port that the 1989 team will most
likely be called "War and Yeast."
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Humanitarian Concerns
Most people would have their
hands full just meeting the rigorous
demands of majoring both in En-
glish and history at Rice. But not
Alex Byrd.

The 19-year-old Rice soph-
omore is also majoring in the
vanishing art of working for the
betterment of others.

While his Rice professors are
recognizing Byrd's academic
achievements with a grade point
average of 3.17 (out of a possible 4),
Campus Compact, the Project for
Public and Community Service,
has honored him nationally with
the 1988 Robinson Humanitarian
Award for his creative and effective
approach toward helping fellow
youths.

Byrd received the award, a
check for $1,500 and a certificate
of merit, from Missouri Gov. John
Ashcroft on May 14 in St. Louis.
The award ceremony was held in
conjunction with the annual meet-
ing of the steering committee of the
Education Commission of the
States, which sponsors the Campus
Compact organization.

Long active in Rice's Black
Student Union, Byrd expects to
receive his B.A. and teacher
certification from Rice in 1990.

He was the only Texan, the
only black and one of only five stu-
dents nationwide to be honored
with a Robinson Award this year,
according to a Campus Compact
spokesperson at the organization's
headquarters in Providence, R.I.

Valedictorian and president of
his 1986 Yates High School gradu-
ating class, Byrd credits the honors
program at that predominantly
black inner-city school in
Houston's Third Ward with helping
prepare him for his Rice University
undergraduate experience. One
of his teachers at Yates, Terry
McCullough, had taken graduate
history courses at Rice and had
encouraged him to follow in his
footsteps.
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In addition, there was his early
exposure to books at home, turning
him into a voracious reader. His
passion for reading was such that
he often forgot to switch on the
light as darkness fell.

"That probably hurt my eyes,"
Byrd now smiles. "But I still think it
was worth it."

Instead of isolating him from
the rest of his community, these
positive elements fostered in Byrd
a strong desire to help advance the
academic development of Yates
students who were having diffi-
culties with their coursework.
These difficulties spanned the en-
tire spectrum of humanities and
the sciences.

In his freshman year at Rice,
Byrd translated this desire into
action: He started a volunteer
project, taking as many as 20 other
Rice undergraduates to the Yates
campus to tutor high school stu-
dents there. The Rice tutors, from
various disciplines and racial and
ethnic backgrounds, shared Byrd's

Missouri Gov. John Ashcroft (L) and Alex Byrd.

enthusiasm. Byrd usually drove the
tutors to their Yates assignments in
a Rice University van.

The Houston Area Urban
League and its Center for Excel-
lence made it possible for Byrd to
start his program at Yates.

During his sophomore year at
Rice, again using resources of the
Urban League, Byrd expanded the
tutoring project to include educa-
tional counseling and numerous
Big Brother and Big Sister
_activities.

The results of two years of
dedication have been impressive.
Many Yates students in the tutorial
program saw their grades improve
dramatically.

"And," Byrd says, "we've also
discovered some Yates students
who are potential Rice
undergraduates."

When Rice president George
Rupp nominated Byrd for the
Robinson Award, he pointed to his
"unusual skill and sensitivity in
bringing together the Rice and

Yates communities." Rupp added
that Byrd "has challenged Rice stu-
dents to broaden their perspectives
through service and to enlarge
upon their traditional university
education."

The Rice president also
credited Byrd's leadership with
contributing "to the development
of an enthusiastic and inclusive
community among Rice students
of different racial and ethnic
backgrounds."

Byrd's drive and commitment
to help others have already
reached beyond Rice, Yates and
Houston. An excellent speaker,
he has addressed regional and
national meetings regarding youth
involvement in community service.

For example, Byrd addressed
the annual conference of the South-
eastern Council of Foundations in
Lexington, Ky., last October. While
there, the Rice sophomore also
met with students and admin-
istrators of the University of
Kentucky and suggested that they
start a program similar to the Rice-
Yates project. The University of
Kentucky-Lexington Tutoring
Project is now a reality.

Back in Houston, the Rice-
Yates project will attain a new di-
mension thanks to the $1,500 cash
prize that went to Byrd along with
the Robinson Award. These funds
are being used to provide schol-
arships for a number of Yates High
School students to attend this
year's Rice University Summer
School.

Byrd, winner of a Rice Univer-
sity Arthur B. Cohn Scholarship
covering his four undergraduate
years at Rice, can look back upon
numerous other honors that have
already come his way: National
Merit Foundation Achievement
Scholar, National Scholastic Press
Association All-American Scholar
(Byrd served as managing editor of
The Yates Times) and the Houston
Independent School District Board
Award as "Most Outstanding Senior
Boy," to name just a few.

In addition, Byrd has won
more than 25 honors for his poetry
and has presented award-winning
interpretations of some classic
prose masterpieces.

All these honors, however,
seem mere prelude to Byrd's deter-
mination to continue his work of
helping others.

"I want to be a teacher," he
says.

And, coming from him, that's
more than a wish — it's a promise.
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Precious 'Medals'
Sallyport has been named by the
Council for the Advancement and
Support of Education as one of
America's "Top 10" university
magazines.

The Rice magazine was one of
10 Gold Medal winners selected by
a panel of judges from Newsweek
Magazine in CASE's 1988 national
competition.

Joining Sallyport in the
"Top 10" were the magazines from
Boston, Brown, Columbia, Duke,
Emory, Harvard, Johns Hopkins,
Notre Dame and Rutgers
universities.

The Rice Office of University
Relations also won eight other
national awards in this year's
competiton, three of those also
going to Sallyport.

The awards included a Gold
Medal for public relations improve-
ment to University Relations;
a Gold Medal for periodical re-
sources management to Sallyport;
a Gold Medal for publications pro-
gram improvement to University
Relations; a Gold Medal and Bronze
Medal for periodicals improve-
ment, respectively, to This Side of
Rice, the university's faculty-staff
tabloid, and to Sallyport; a Silver
Medal for internal periodicals to
This Side of Rice; a Silver Medal for
publications printed on campus to
On Campus, Rice's biweekly calen-
dar; and a Silver Medal to Sallyport
for overall excellence in writing.

Based in Washington, D.C.,
CASE is the largest organization of
higher education advancement
professionals in the U.S.

Michael M. Carroll

New on the Block
Rice recently named new deans of
engineering and of social sciences,
bringing to four the number of new
academic deans selected in the
past year.

Early this summer, engineer
and mathematician Michael M.
Carroll was named dean of the
George R. Brown School of Engi-
neering and Burton J. and Ann M.
McMurtry Professor of Engineer-
ing, and psychologist James R.
Pomerantz was named dean of the
School of Social Sciences and Elma
W. Schneider Professor of Psychol-
ogy. Former engineering dean
David Hellums and social sciences
dean Joseph Cooper have returned
to teaching duties in their respec-
tive departments. Hellums is Rice's
Foyt Family Professor in Chemical
Engineering; Cooper is Herbert S.
Autrey Professor of Social Sciences
and a professor of administrative
science.

Born in Thurles, Ireland, Car-
roll has degrees from University
College in Galway and a Ph.D. from
Brown University. He comes to
Rice from his position as associate
dean of interdisciplinary studies
and professor of mechanical
engineering at the University of
California-Berkeley, where he also
held the Shell Distinguished Chair.

A specialist in the application
of mathematics to engineering
problems, Carroll serves on several
national committees and boards.
He is currently a member of the
board of directors and an immedi-
ate past president of the Society for
Engineering Science. He is also a
fellow of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers and a mem-
ber of the National Academy of
Engineering.

James R. Pomerantz

Pomerantz, an internationally
known authority on cognitive
psychology, comes to Rice from
serving as chair of the psychology
department at State University of
New York-Buffalo. He received his
B.A. from the University of Michi-
gan in 1968 "with Distinction and
High Honors in Psychology." In
1974, he was awarded his doctorate
by Yale University. Before joining
the faculty at SUNY-Buffalo,
Pomerantz taught and conducted
research at Yale and Johns Hopkins
universities.

Recipient of numerous honors
going back to his undergraduate
days, Pomerantz serves on the edi-
torial boards of and as consultant
to a number of scholarly journals in
his field. He also reviews proposals
for the National Science Founda-
tion and abstracts for the Eastern
Psychological Association and
is a site reviewer for the National
Institutes of Health.

In 1987, former U.S. Post-
master General Benjamin Bailar
was named dean of the Jones
Graduate School of Business
Administration and professor of
administration, and James Kinsey
'56, former professor and chair of
chemistry at MIT, was named dean
of the Wiess School of Natural
Sciences and D.R. Bullard-Welch
Foundation Professor of Science in
the chemistry department.

In Rice's remaining three
academic deanships, Allen M.
Matusow was in 1987 reappointed
to a three-year term as dean of the
School of Humanities, and Michael
Hammond, named in 1986, con-
tinues as dean of the Shepherd
School of Music. A search for a
dean of architecture is under way.
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Marks
of Distinction
Rice University's
1988 Distinguished Alumni

by maggi Stewart
Honored by the Association of Rice Alumni
and Rice University as this year's Distin-
guished Alumni are three alumni represent-
ing a broad spectrum of professions. They
include journalist Mary Elizabeth Johnston,
venture capitalist Burton J. McMurtry and
mathematician Dennis P. Sullivan. The
Association of Rice Alumni recognized the
honorees at a reception May 6 at Cohen
House.

The Life of a ̀Born Reporter'
Mary Elizabeth
Johnston, retired
chief of reporters of
Fortune Magazine,
describes herself as
a "creature of her
time." Like most
women coming of
age in the 1940s,
her early goals were
to get married and
have children. Of
course, she thought
maybe she'd work

for a few years before settling down. Those
few years turned into a few decades. "How
was I to know I'd like working so much?"
she laughs.

Born in Austin, Texas, Johnston was
still an infant when her family moved to
Houston. She earned her B.A. in English
from Rice in 1941.

Johnston says her degree from Rice
opened doors for her and allowed her to go
farther in her career. But one of the most
important results of her Rice education was
a sense of values — values that, through the
years, gave her the courage to turn down
some job offers that, although they came
with better titles or more money, lacked the
challenge she sought. (Today, she says she
finds it difficult to understand the greed

that compels many people but that, opti-
mistically, she also thinks young people are
beginning to question a lifestyle based on
monetary values.)

After graduating from Rice, Johnston
worked as a reporter for the Houston Post,
covering the courthouse and other beats for
five years. If she hadn't become a journalist,
Johnston says she would have liked to have
been a detective. Journalism, however, was
a more natural choice: both her grandfather
(one of the founding editors of the Houston
Post) and father were journalists, and her
brother was city editor at the Post before
eventually following in her footsteps to
Time Inc.

Johnston next spent a year traveling the
world as a correspondent for the Post and
the Christian Science Monitor. It started
with a feature story she was writing about a
Frenchman for the Post. Thinking she could
do a better job on it if she went to France,
she decided to do just that. When she asked
her editor for a leave of absence, he sug-
gested she file some stories while she was
gone and, voila, she became a correspon-
dent. In addition to Europe, her travels
included Iran, Egypt and Syria. Her experi-
ence led her to encourage young people to
start traveling as early as they possibly can.

Upon her return in 1949, Johnston
joined Time Magazine as a researcher and,
two years later, its sister magazine, Fortune.

Mary E. Johnston: "Straight shooting,
straight talking and morally tough"

She became chief of the reporting staff in
1955 and was named to the board of editors
(the second woman named to that position)
a year later. Johnston is currently a Rice
governor-adviser and has served on the Rice
University Fund Council and on the execu-
tive board of the Association of Rice Alumni.

On her retirement last year, Fortune's
managing editor, Marshall Loeb, wrote a
glowing tribute to Johnston in the maga-
zine's Dec. 7 issue (reprinted in the Feb.-
March Sallyport). He describes Johnston as
an "elegant Texan who is a born reporter"
with a "special genius" for finding and hiring
exceptional people. He quotes a former
managing editor, Louis Banks, who calls
her "straight shooting, straight talking and
morally tough."

Now that she's retired, Johnston plans
to start traveling again. Her first trip (a re-
tirement gift from Fortune ) will be aboard
the QEII to Europe, returning on the Con-
corde. Although eventually she would like
to put more structure in her life, right now
Johnston is finding herself so busy she says,
"I don't know how I ever had time to work."
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Making Short Work of Longterm Goals
Venture capitalist
Burton J. McMurtry
likes being around
"very smart, driven
people" and tends
to seek them out.
Entering Rice a year
early, though, was
overwhelming, at
least at first. He
knew he hadn't got-
ten any dumber, but
there surely were
a lot of smarter

people around. This eventually forced him
to focus his broad interests and try to excel
in one area.

When he graduated from the fifth-year
engineering program at Rice in 1957,
McMurtry had no grandiose goals to be pres-
ident of a large corporation or have a million
dollars by the age of 40. "Remarkably short
on longterm goals," McMurtry says he just
wanted to do something useful and fun that
could potentially lead to other interesting
opportunities. He couldn't have outlined a
longterm strategy that would have predicted
his "peculiar" career path, he says.

McMurtry joined GTE Sylvania in
Mountain View, Calif., in 1957 and con-
tinued his education at Stanford University,
earning his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in the
specialized area of lasers and electro-optics.
His early career coincided with the explosive
growth of Silicon Valley. (In an indirect way,
McMurtry also was responsible for the
forming of the ROLM corporation since he
recruited three of the four founding partners
to GTE. The "0" and the "L" in ROLM, Ken
Oshman and Walter Loewenstern, worked
for him there.)

After 12 years in engineering and man-
agement, the last two as manager of a 500-
person engineering development organiza-
tion and as founder and general manager of
GTE Sylvania Electro-Optics (the standard
"what you would expect to do" type of pro-
gression, he says), McMurtry made a dra-
matic turn. In 1969, he left GTE and became
a partner with Jack Melchor in the relatively
new field of venture capitalism. An impor-
tant lesson he had learned at Rice was to be
Willing to try almost anything and to be
comfortable venturing in outside areas. If he
had mapped out a career strategy in detail,
as some of his friends did, McMurtry says he
would not have been likely to take the risk.
Not being overcommitted to a specific long-
term goal allowed him to be more com-
mitted to his daily work, he believes.

Commitment is an important concept
to McMurtry. Active in his five years as a
student at Rice, he has continued to be in-
volved with the university for more than
30 years. During his undergraduate years
he served in a number of campus organi-
zations, was president of the Student
Association (wife Deedee Meck '56, whom
McMurtry considers the "best result" of
his attending Rice, was vice president), re-
ceived the Rice Institute Service Award and
was voted one of 10 outstanding seniors in
1956, the year he earned his B.A.

Although McMurtry, a native Housto-
nian, and his wife left Rice and Texas for
California soon after graduation, they have
maintained an intense involvement in Rice.
McMurtry has served on the engineering
advisory council, the Rice University Fund
Council and on the board of the Association
of Rice Alumni. He is a term member of the
Rice Board of Governors and a contributing
life member of the Rice Associates. Over the
years, both McMurtrys have made time to
serve as fund-raising coordinators and as
alumni interviewers for prospective Rice
students from the San Francisco Bay area.
They also have endowed a scholarship fund
and a professorship in engineering at Rice.

Recalling early role models, McMurtry
cites "double e" professor Paul Pfeiffer, who
"had a remarkable commitment to learning
and teaching and to the students." Other
influences were engineering department
heads Jimmy Waters and Lewis Ryon — both
very committed leaders who also had "tre-
mendous practicality." Through his work as
a student representative on the committee
to evaluate establishment of the college sys-
tem, McMurtry also met Newton Rayzor
and Herbert Allen, who, although "very
successful by every standard," were also
approachable and deeply committed to Rice.

McMurtry has compared the venture
capital field to the sport of football, which he
played in high school. "There are tremen-
dous successes, huge failures. Both are
event and team oriented. In football, each
player has his own role, yet each play de-
pends on the whole team. This is true of the

venture capital business as well," he says.
Although very active in high school football,
he wanted to start Rice early so football was
sacrificed for extra courses and summer
school. McMurtry, who admits to being a
less than great player although he loved the
sport, laughs: "It's very good for Rice that
I didn't play football there."

Currently he is a partner in Technology
Venture Investors, a leading venture capital
firm in Silicon Valley. The McMurtrys have
two grown children, Cathy McMurtry Lodes
and John McMurtry, and two grandchildren.
His parents still live in the Houston area.

Burton J. McMurtry: Succeeding without grandiose goals

Photos by Tommy LaVergne



The Fine Art of People and Numbers
Dennis P. Sullivan
has been called "one
of the top mathe-
maticians in the
world." But along
with his affinity for
numbers, Sullivan
has a fascination
with people; he even
listed that as his
"leisure interest" in
the International
Who's Who. Sullivan
explains that a

concept-oriented scientist — which he is —
"arrives later than average at the realization
that, after all, we are really social creatures
with great reservoirs of interesting experi-
ences, psychological mechanisms,
expectations, etc., which are fun to find
out about."

Sullivan, a native of Port Huron, Mich.,
works on the part of mathematics concerned
with "simple (numerical) processes which
develop intricate patterns and structure
after many iterations," he says. "There is
a strong geometric, even artistic, appeal in
concrete examples in the complex plane
produced by computer."

A 1963 Rice Phi Beta Kappa graduate,
Sullivan earned his Ph.D. at Princeton in
1965. He was a NATO Fellow at Warwick
University, England, in 1966, a Miller Fellow
at Berkeley from 1967-69 and Sloan Fellow
of Mathematics at M.I.T. (1969-72), where
he also served as professor of mathematics
from 1972-73. He was awarded the Oswald
Veblen Prize in Geometry in 1971.

Sullivan says he can't really name any
"role models" who influenced him since the
interaction was rather more between him
and his understanding of certain concepts
than between individuals. The most valuable
lesson he learned at Rice was the importance
of organizing his time and energy ("a main
difficulty") to be able to work — then to do it.

Sullivan has served as professor of
math, Institute des Hautes Etudes Scientifi-
ques Burresus-Yvette, France, since 1974
and as Albert Einstein Professor of Math at
the City University of New York since 1981,
the same year in which he won the pres-
tigious Elie Cartan Prix en Geometrie from
the French Academy of Sciences. Named to
the National Academy of Sciences U.S.A. in
1983, Sullivan was elected corresponding
member of the National Academy of Sciences,
Brazil, later that year. He returned to Rice in

Dennis P. Sullivan: Drawn to the artistic element of mathematics

1986 to present the Porter Lectures in Math-
ematics, speaking on the geometric theory
of one-dimensional dynamical systems.

To date, Sullivan has published 64 arti-
cles in mathematical journals. His numerous
contributions to algebraic topology, geo-
metric topology and the theory of dynamic
systems have been widely recognized.

Outside of his efforts to discover and
prove mathematical theorems, though,
Sullivan has a "preoccupation" with the
culture of Brazil — "its language, history,
geography, music and people." He became
interested in Brazil because his research
field, dynamical systems, is strong in that
country, giving him opportunities to visit
there, give lectures in Portuguese and meet
Brazilians. "Growing up in Texas made me
like Hispanic culture," he says. "Brazil pres-
ents a similar, but contrasting, experience."

Sullivan is also interested in all types of
weavings from Central and South America
and the Orient. Perhaps his work with geo-
metric patterns influenced his interest in
the latter.

Sullivan has a son and two daughters,
both with Rice connections. Amanda, an ar-
chitecture student, will be a junior this fall,
and Rita Lorraine graduated with a degree
in mathematics from Rice this past May.
Sullivan's mother, Rita, who lives in Houston,
hopes that her 14-year-old grandson,
Michael, will be a future Rice graduate.
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CENFERS Of EXCELLENCE
by Suzanne Johnson and Andre Fox '86

A vital part of Rice's plans for the future in terms of research revolves around
five programs designed to coordinate, foster and focus that excellence. Through

the Rice Quantum Institute, the Center for the Study of Institutions and Values, the
Computer and Information Technology Institute, the Center for Cultural Studies and the

Institute of Biosciences and Bioengineering, Rice faculty members are expanding the
boundaries of research while intensifying the collaboration so long a part of Rice.

The Rice Quantum Institute:
Crossing the Threshold of Human
Capabilities

Millions of years ago, humans communi-
cated through a series of signs, expressions
and sounds. Today, when the push of a but-
ton allows a person in Tokyo to interact
With a New York colleague on a telephone or
computer terminal, it is hard to imagine our
current abilities as rudimentary.

"These products have altered our per-
ceptions of who we are and what we can
accomplish, but we are only in the 'stone
age' of quantum mechanics," says Ken Smith
(M.S. '72, Ph.D. '75), executive director of
the Rice Quantum Institute. "We have used
our science and technology to fashion a few
crude tools and now stand on the threshold
of using those tools to profoundly modify the
bounds of human capabilities."

Helping to cross that threshold is the
task of the Rice Quantum Institute, which
serves as a model for the four other inter-
disciplinary centers newly established at
Rice. For the past decade, RQI has allowed
faculty members from chemistry, physics,
materials science, electrical and computer
engineering, and space physics and astron-
omy to work together on research projects
of mutual interest.

Basically, that research deals with
quantum physics, a relatively new field that
studies the microscopic behavior of matter.
From its earliest studies came such now-
commonplace products as the laser and mi-
crowave. The next generation of products
Will come from basic research programs
such as those in RQI, where scientists from
across a range of disciplines combine their

Photos by Tommy LaVergne

talents and expertise to carry an idea from
theory to marketability.

"The strength of an institute such as
RQI lies in its opportunity for scientists of
different disciplines to tackle together the

complex nature of quantum physics," Smith
says. "Often, the collective efforts of several
researchers are crucial to making any real
headway."

Large-scale application of quantum me-
chanics requires collaboration, Smith says,
because it involves aspects of basic physics,
chemistry and materials science. A substan-
tial knowledge of engineering also is required
to execute the research and to transform
the results into useful applications.

RQI's research currently focuses on six
areas: atomic and molecular clusters, sur-
face science, lasers, electronic materials and
devices, laser and optical studies of simple
chemical processes and new techniques in
physical chemistry. In each area, the poten-
tial for practical applications is enormous.

By better understanding how solid sur-
faces react to gases or liquids, for example,
scientists can apply what they have learned
to develop better magnetic recording pro-
cesses or to manufacture metals that are less
vulnerable to corrosion.

Other RQI researchers are working
to improve laser efficiency. A cooperative
program between RQI, Baylor College of
Medicine and other institutions in the Texas
Medical Center studies the interaction of
laser light with tissue and the use of laser
light carried into the body through fiber
optics. In one recent RQI initiative in
neuromicrosurgery, a focused laser beam
was used to repair nerve damage.

Such applications — ones with tangible
benefits to human health or society — are
essential, Smith says. "The end products of
university-based research — namely, specific
knowledge and educated young scientists —
are both necessary for the nation's economic
and political survival."
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The Center for Cultural Studies:
Communicating Between Cultures

ichard Nixon visited the Great Wall
of China in 1972. Jimmy Carter
confronted the Iranian hostage crisis
in 1979. Striking workers paralyzed
Poland in 1981. Americans following

the news over the past two decades have
realized how little they know about different
cultures and how much they need to know.
The last decade in particular has impressed
on us the interdependent nature of our

world, a "global village" of widely disparate
cultures that must learn to interact, com-
municate and understand.

Rice's Center for Cultural Studies ex-
plores such interaction among cultures and
the way culture conditions the response of
individuals to their world. For example, the
center's initial seminar, which will enter its
second year this fall, examines "Moral Sen-
sibilities: Perceptions of Good and Evil in
Cultural and Historical Context."

By blending a variety of disciplines
in the humanities and social sciences, the
center offers scholars an opportunity to
grapple with such far-reaching issues. "To

tackle bigger questions requires more than
one field of knowledge," says Allen Matusow,
dean of Rice's School of Humanities. "You
must know more than the traditional modes
of exploration in your own field.

"The disciplines that have sprung up to
explain the world are essentially arbitrary
and can only explain limited aspects. To get
a fuller understanding requires knowledge
that cuts across academic disciplines."

The primary goal of the new institute is
to stimulate that knowledge. "The human-
ities and social sciences faculty is filled with
excellent people who, however, are some-
what isolated in terms of their research,"
says anthropologist and center director
Michael Fischer. "The idea for the Center for
Cultural Studies is to provide a format for
talking to one another in a serious way to
expand the relevance and audience of disci-
plinary research. The center will provide a
vehicle on campus for a series of discussions
that are also going on nationwide.

"There is now a permeability of tradi-
tional disciplinary lines. To remain on the
cutting edge of research and writing, to stim-
ulate the knowledge base, you have to be on
top of what is going on in other fields."

The center currently consists of four
faculty workshops — the Rice Circle, the
Feminist Reading Group, the Ancient Stud-
ies Group and the Medieval Studies Group —
and the Center Seminar. While the work-
shops are conceived as special-interest
forums, the Center Seminar holds broad
appeal.

The initial seminar on "moral sen-
sibilities" represents the type of topic the
seminars will study — one that involves
every discipline in the humanities and social
sciences. "Moral sensibilities is a key area
for exploring universal rationality versus
historical context," Fischer says. "This is
crucial for evaluating moral claims, but also
for many other arenas of the humanities and
social sciences."

In addition to bringing together faculty
from different areas to study such topics,
the center will encourage the hiring of
new faculty with interests that integrate
disciplinary research with areas of broad
intellectual scope.

"The net results will be even better fac-
ulty members and students than we already
have," Matusow says. "It will also enrich the
intellectual life of the faculty members and
foster the kind of interdisciplinary com-
munication necessary for people to remain
at the forefront in their research."



The Institute of Biosciences and
Bioengineering: Answering the
Questions of Medicine

o human concern is more basic than
the struggle between life and death.
Modern health care fights an ongoing
battle not only to prolong and improve
the quality of life, but to do so with

greater success, efficiency and understanding.
For that ability, health care workers

depend on information yielded by research
in the biosciences and bioengineering, fields
that coordinate common interests among
scientists and engineers of all disciplines to
advance medical knowledge.

Rice's size has allowed it to be involved
in interdisciplinary biomedical research
for a number of years. Now, the Institute of
Biosciences and Bioengineering will provide
the organizational framework needed to
expand and strengthen Rice's research in
biology, biomedicine and bioengineering.

The Institute of Biosciences and Bio-
engineering contains three laboratories:
the Laboratory of Basic Medical Sciences,
directed by George J. Schroepfer Jr., Rice's
Ralph and Dorothy Looney Professor of Bio-
chemistry and professor of chemistry; the
Biomedical Engineering Laboratory, directed
by Larry V. McIntire, the E.D. Butcher Profes-
sor of Chemical Engineering and Biomedical
Engineering; and the Laboratory of Bio-
chemical and Genetic Engineering, directed
by biochemistry professor Frederick B.
Rudolph. Each of these labs groups together
scientists, from Rice and elsewhere, to solve
the problems facing medicine today.

In the Laboratory of Basic Medical
Sciences, for example, Schroepfer and his
colleagues conduct research on promising
regulators of cholesterol metabolism,
incorporating aspects of organic chemistry,
biochemistry, cell biology, molecular biology
and other disciplines. Collaboration with
two major primate centers and with scien-
tists at the Texas Medical Center and other
institutions supplements their work.

McIntire and his colleagues in the Labo-
ratory of Biomedical Engineering focus
on problems related to the cardiovascular
System. Specific areas of research include
studies of leukocyte and tumor cell interac-
tions with endothelial cells, the role of blood
flow in metabolism and cellular communica-
tion, studies of thromboembolic phenomena
from artificial organ surfaces and damaged
endothelium, and mammalian cell culture
technology.

In the Laboratory of Biochemical and
Genetic Engineering, Rudolph and his col-
leagues are focusing on cross-disciplinary
research arising from the current era of
advances in biochemistry and molecular
biology and exploring the practical benefits
of these advances. "The combination of
biological approaches with engineering
applications will allow design and produc-
tion of new macromolecules and analysis
of their structure and function," Rudolph
notes. "This approach is unique in combin-
ing production of engineered biochemicals
with expertise for structural and functional
studies." The lab will provide facilities
for DNA and protein synthesis, structure
analysis, capability for growth of both
microorganisms and mammalian cells
and for isolation and characterization of
macromolecules.

Symbolic of the collaboration going on
inside the laboratories will be their physical
location — inside a new, 100,000-square-foot

building now in the planning stages. The
building will not only alleviate a campus
space crunch, but will bring under one roof
the institute, a portion of the organic chem-
istry faculty and new faculty members in
cell and developmental biology.

"Recruitment of the new faculty and
other plans for enhancement cannot occur
without the building," notes Schroepfer,
adding that the institute and its new home
will help Rice attract the federal and cor-
porate research funds so necessary to
continued progress.

"You can assume that all scientists love
what they do. But if you feel that you have
something really important, as we do here,
and cannot pursue it at the rate you want, it
is very frustrating.

"There's a lot of excitement about ev-
erything going on at Rice at a time when it
is so difficult to obtain support for scientific
research."
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The Center for the Study of
Institutions and Values: Putting
Society into Perspective

e live in an institutionalized world.
From birth to death, institutions of
varying kinds help mold our lives,
influencing the way we learn,
shaping our beliefs and directing

our behavior.
Putting those different institutions and

the values they impose into perspective is
not easy, and it is a task that will claim the

full expertise of the social sciences — histo-
rians, political scientists, sociologists,
economists, anthropologists.

Through Rice's Center for the Study of
Institutions and Values, those scholars now
have a forum through which to study institu-
tions and the impact they have on our lives.
"The center studies values and their policy
consequences because of the degree of con-
flict and uncertainty that now prevails in
our society," says center director Joseph
Cooper, Rice's Herbert S. Autrey Professor
of Social Sciences and professor of admin-
istrative science. "Given the complexity,
scale and pace of change in modern society,
the center focuses on the study of institu-
tions because most of social life is now lived
in institutions."

While the center's new institutional
analysis branch delves into topics concern-
ing the organization, intentions and effects
of social institutions, the already-successful
Rice Institute for Policy Analysis will con-
tinue its study of applied public policy. The
result, Cooper says, will be the exchange
of information and learning that only such
a blend of disciplines and interests can
produce.

In addition to providing census data ser-
vices and sponsoring lectures and seminars,
the center will tackle major social issues
from a multidisciplinary standpoint.

The Voting Rights Act of 1965, for exam-
ple, wrought profound changes in America's
social and political landscape. Yet surpris-
ingly little is known about the impact of the
Act, one of the most far-reaching legislative
actions of our time and one that raised a
multitude of legal, historical, sociological
and political questions.

"Even some of the most basic facts
about the implementation of the Act are
not known," says Rice sociologist Chandler
Davidson. "Much data, even when it is pub-
licly available — the Justice Department
preclearance objections, for example — has
never been systematically examined."

That type of examination lies at the
core of what the Center for the Study of In-
stitutions and Values promotes. Accordingly,
an organizational pilot conference on the
Act is scheduled for this fall. A year later, a
larger conference, "The Voting Rights Act
and Its Consequences," will be held at Rice
for the public.

"These conferences exemplify the
scholarly pursuit and public outreach as-
pects of the center's work," Cooper says.

It is the combination of pure and
applied research that will ultimately yield
better understanding not only for social
scientists but for society.



The Computer and Information
Uehnology Institute: Meeting
Science and Engineering's Grand
Challenges

any of today's researchers are
frustrated. Despite the strides in
computer technology over recent
decades, today's computers still fall
short of being able to adequately

solve many basic problems in science
and engineering.

Making the next strides in computer
and information technology will take more
than the work of computer scientists and
engineers, though that is certainly essential.
It will also take input from researchers in
other disciplines — those whose expertise
might be more applicable to dealing with
particular problems in information tech-
nology and those who best understand how
computers can be adapted for use in their
own areas.

"Single-discipline research has brought
us a long way," notes computer science pro-
fessor Ken Kennedy, a 1967 Rice graduate.
"But the remaining grand challenges are
ones that no single discipline is capable of
solving by itself."

Tackling those "grand challenges" will
be Rice's new Computer and Information
Technology Institute, for which Kennedy
serves as director. The institute — known by
its acronym of CITI — offers researchers
from across the university a chance to work
en common research interests in computer
and information technology. CITI's current
Participants come from electrical and com-
puter engineering, computer science,
mathematical sciences, mechanical engi-
neering, psychology, linguistics, geology,
Space physics and chemical engineering.

All the "grand challenges" can't be met
at once, of course, so CITI's early focus will
target parallel computing and robotics, two
areas with broad implications for enhancing
research capabilities in a variety of fields.

The institute has already received a
million grant from the National Science

Foundation that will help CITI augment its
research program in parallel computing.

Basically, parallel computing involves
several computers working concurrently
on a single, large problem. The problem is
divided into components, and a different
Component is fed into each computer. Once
the computers have done their jobs, the
Components are pieced back together to an-
swer the larger problem. The whole process
is faster than trying to solve the problem
sequentially on one large computer.
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And, according to CITI's executive
director Don Johnson, speed is the key.
Because of the way a single computer must
break down a problem in order to solve it,
even the highly touted supercomputers are
limited in how quickly they can work.
"Supercomputers just can't do the work fast
enough," Johnson notes. "The bottom line in
parallel processing, where we are using mul-
tiple computers to solve a common problem,
is that we are able to get the answers more
quickly."

While uses for the speed afforded by
parallel processing are numerous, one sim-
ple example is in increased accuracy in
weather forecasting. By the time a single
computer can assess the factors in predict-
ing a storm's severity, for example, the storm
could already have occurred. Accurately
predicting a storm's severity before it occurs
might sound like a small achievement in the
late 20th century, but it is one with great
potential in terms of saving lives and
property.

Another area of great potential is
robotics, which Johnson says holds special
promise for developing the nation's industry,
economy and defense over the next 25
years. Rice already has an excellent faculty
in many areas of robotics and automation,
with plans to add more.

Robotics research at CITI will focus pri-

manly on applications for space exploration
and technology, Kennedy says. Scientists
are working on robots that can operate more
independently, since those used in space
projects are too far away to be directly ad-
justed by their operators if a problem occurs.

Though CITI's work in parallel proc-
essing and robotics is designed to foster
collaborative research, it also will promote
interaction between the university and the
world beyond.

"C III will bring Rice together with peo-
ple from the community and from across the
nation," Kennedy says. "It will help provide
the mechanism whereby research results
are transferred into local communities. We
need efficient technology transfer, and one
way to achieve this is to bring industrial
researchers into the university. Efficient
technology diffusion is imperative for
economic competitiveness."

At the same time, Johnson adds, CITI
will provide a challenging outlet for Rice
researchers. "Collaboration among faculty
members reaches back into Rice history," he
says. "Rice is small enough that it is easy to
do interdisciplinary research.

"Now, with a more clearly defined
research environment, it will be easier
to attract excellent faculty to teach and to
nurture CITI's growth into a world-class
interdisciplinary research center."
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An
Officer
and a

Gentleman
by Pam Jones

How one scrawny
Rice graduate

fought 'Jim Crow'
and helped shape

U.S. Air Force history.

Members of the first 71.tskegee class, 1942.

Associated Press/Reprinted with permission

Tuskegee, Ala., was a small, agricultural
town of 4,000 in 1941. Of those 4,000 resi-
dents, only about 900 were white.

It was a white minority that controlled
all aspects of community life, keeping the
black majority virtually powerless. It would
have been an understatement to say the
town fathers were against the construction
of a black military training school in the
middle of their tightly controlled universe.

Yet that was exactly Tuskegee's situation
in 1941 as the Tuskegee Flying School was
constructed, under government order, to
train the first installation of black combat
pilots for the Army Air Corps. The citizens
of Tuskegee wanted the school to fail, to
prove that blacks were not capable of flying
aircraft; though less vocal, many of the U.S.
Army brass felt the same way.

One thing the detractors hadn't
counted on, though, was the determination
of the pilot candidates and the stubbornness
of their white commander, the late Noel
Parrish.

He was known affectionately as "The
Old Man" by those who served under him
during World War II. And although Parrish
never flew a combat mission during the war,
the battle he fought on the homefront played
a pivotal role in Air Force integration.

"He changed Air Force history," says
Alfred "Chief" Anderson, a flying instructor
who worked with Parrish during the war
years at Tuskegee, then the nation's only in-
stallment for training black combat pilots.
"If it hadn't been for General Parrish, there
would have been no black pilots during
the war."

Parrish enjoyed a 34-year military ca-
reer, rising from a private in the cavalry to
brigadier general in the USAF. In his later
years, he was recognized as an expert in nu-
clear deployment and served as a deputy
director in the U.S. European Command in
Paris, France. But it was his role in the so-
called "Tuskegee Experiment" that cemented
his reputation as a man willing to stand, of-
ten alone, for a cause in which he believed.

Parrish died last September after a long
bout with Alzheimer's Disease, a debilitating
disease of the brain. Former black pilots who
had trained under Parrish during the war
years, including retired Brig. Gen. Benjamin
0. Davis, came from across the country to
his funeral at Arlington National Cemetery
to pay their respects to the officer who
helped open American skies to blacks al-
most 50 years ago.

Noel Francis Parrish's early upbringing as
the son of a Disciples of Christ minister in-
stilled in the child a tolerance and compas-
sion that served the adult Parrish well as
training director and later commander of
the Tuskegee Flying School.

When Parrish graduated from Rice in
1928, Houston was a boomtown caught in the
throes of a burgeoning oil business. Despite
the strong economic climate, however, the
18-year-old had difficulty finding a job be-
cause of his youthful appearance and small
size. So he decided to return to Rice and
study to be a school teacher. Again, his age
and appearance were held against him when
he applied for teaching positions.

He held several jobs in the Houston
area, including timekeeper for a steel foundry
and an accounting job with Howard Hughes'
tool company. But the Depression hit
Houston with full gale force about this time,
and Parrish once again found himself unem-
ployed. Embarrassed at his predicament, he
hitchhiked to San Francisco, where he felt
he had a better chance of finding a job. Once
he arrived in the picturesque northern Cal-
ifornia city, however, he found job prospects
were the same as in Houston — nil.

Every day, Parrish pounded the streets
looking for employment, and every day as
he passed the U.S. Army recruitment office,
a sergeant would shout to him: "Uncle Sam
wants you."

"I was so thrilled somebody wanted me
that I went in and signed up," Parrish once
told his wife. So the scrawny college gradu-
ate enlisted in the Eleventh Cavalry in
Monterey, Calif.
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Western Europe was fighting for its life as
Adolf Hitler's forces played havoc on the
Continent, and the writing on the wall was
clear to President Franklin D. Roosevelt and
Congress — it was only a matter of time be-
fore the United States would be pulled into
the fracas.

At this time, there were black service-
men in the U.S. Army's ground forces, but
the Army Air Corps was strictly for whites.
It was futile for blacks to even apply for mili-
tary flight training because of the infamous
"Jim Crow" law. This law, based on the his-
toric 1896 U.S. Supreme Court's Plessy vs.
Ferguson decision, stated that separate-
but-equal standards were legal. And since
the Army Air Corps was so small, there had
never been enough black applicants to war-
rant a new unit.

Even Benjamin 0. Davis, the first black
to graduate from West Point during the 20th
century and who eventually retired from
the U.S. Air Force as a brigadier general, was
denied training based on this reasoning.

Because there was a tremendous short-
age of pilots, however, Congress had passed
a law establishing civilian flying schools
throughout the country. These schools were

to provide basic training for civilians who
could be transferred into military flight
training in the advent of war. The law also
required that two of these facilities be set up
for blacks — one at Tuskegee and the other at
the Chicago Municipal Airport. Parrish
became director of training at the new
Tuskegee Flying School.

Parrish, by this time a captain, did not
request the Tuskegee assignment. Nor did he
anticipate spending all the war years there —
he wanted to go into combat. But a chain of
events would keep him in the rural Alabama
community through 1946.

When Parrish arrived at Tuskegee, he found
an invisible but invincible wall separating
the school from the white townspeople.
There were separate facilities for each race —
the rule throughout the Deep South — but in
Tuskegee, blacks and whites were not even
allowed to congregate in public.

According to Col. Alan Gropman, a
friend of Parrish's, a USAF historian and
author of The Air Force Integrates, "Parrish
was unique. He was the only white man in
uniform that was calling for integration in
the '40s."

Because of those beliefs, Gropman says,
Parrish had neither the time nor the inclina-

The citizens of Thskegee
wanted the school to fail,

to prove that blacks
were not capable of

flying aircraft; though
less vocal, many of the
US. Army brass felt

the same way.

tion to worry about being ostracized from
the townspeople. "I think he kind of stayed
away from all that. I think he stuck to his
knitting."

It wasn't always easy. "There was a lot of
prejudice back then," recalls retired Lt. Col.
Gene Carter, one of the pilots who trained at
Tuskegee. "Parrish had to keep the whites
satisfied that the black pilots were not going
to crash into their homes and kill their
families.

"He kept everything going. He made a
success of it. There was tension, all right.
The police were somewhat like Klansmen.
I was threatened."

Parrish's wife, Florence, tells of one
incident where her husband's diplomacy
and cool-headedness defused a potentially
explosive situation.

A black military policeman from the
base had gone into Tuskegee. While he was
in town, he saw a local police officer arrest
a black soldier for intoxication. Drawing his



gun, the MP demanded the soldier's release.
The policeman complied, but later got re-
enforcements, attacking the MP and arrest-
ing him.

Word of the arrests got back to the base,
and several truckloads of airmen headed
into town to free their fellow officer. Davis,
then a major and their unofficial leader,
called Parrish and told him the soldiers were
headed into town for a confrontation.

Realizing the situation was critical,
Parrish jumped into his car and headed
toward town. There, he confronted the irate
Tuskegee soldiers, exhorting them to wait
while he went into town to investigate.
When he got there, he saw the white towns-
men, armed and ready for a fight.

Parrish convinced the police that the
situation was under control, and they finally
released the MP into his custody. A potential
bloodbath was averted.

Noel Parrish had more problems to contend
with than just convincing the whites of
Tuskegee that the approximately 5,000
blacks on the military installation had every
right to be there. He also had to make a
success of the controversial, experimental
and highly unpopular program — one that
even his higher-ups in the Army Air Corps
were hoping would fail. As Gropman notes,
popular sentiment at the time held that
blacks simply were not capable of flying
planes.

To counter the opposition, Parrish
mounted a massive public relations cam-
paign to sell the Tuskegee project to the
nation. He flew his airplane across the coun-
try, speaking to any group that would listen.
He corralled celebrities and politicians into
visiting the base for a firsthand look at the
project.

Lt. Col. Benjamin Davis on wing) instructs litskegee
pilot, 1943.

Associated Press/Reprinted with permission

One of the most famous visitors was
First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt. While at the
base, she decided to get an even closer look
at how the program was progressing, asking
Anderson to take her up for a short flight.
The members of her entourage were ap-
palled, desperately attempting to talk the
First Lady out of flying with a black pilot.

Their arguments fell on deaf ears, and
the flight went off without a hitch. From that
time on, Eleanor Roosevelt took a personal
interest in the base, an interest that came
in handy. As Florence Parrish notes, "Mrs.
Roosevelt was the one who really helped
Noel during the war."

In September 1942, Tuskegee's 99th Squad-
ron was at full strength —33 pilots — and
ready for combat. But despite a critical
shortage of pilots at that time, no com-
mander wanted the black group in his the-
atre.

For the next seven months, as the war
effort on all fronts intensified, the Tuskegee
Airmen were forced to wait on the home-
front while Parrish lobbied intensively to
find a theatre in which for them to fight. It
was a frustrating time for all involved.

Finally, in the spring of 1943, a British
division in North Africa agreed to accept the
99th. And on Easter Sunday, the first black
military pilots and crews landed at Casa-
blanca. The weight on the men of the 99th
was immeasurable. Their performance in
combat would determine whether the skies
were opened or closed to those black pilots
who would succeed them.

Under Davis' command, the 99th effec-
tively silenced their detractors. On their
first combat mission, members of the 99th
shot down 16 enemy fighters — a record that
still stands.

The Tuskegee Airmen flew more than
1,000 missions in the European and North
African theatres, damaged several hundred
German aircraft, earned numerous medals
of honor for bravery and sunk a German
navy destroyer in the Mediterranean from
the air.

Several airmen also distinguished them-
selves individually. Charlie Hall, the first
Tuskegee graduate to down a German
fighter, destroyed a total of three. Clarence
"Lucky" Lester hit and destroyed three
fighters in one day, and Joseph Ellsberry
destroyed three enemy F-90s, also in a
single day.

The military base at Tuskegee was
closed in 1946, and Parrish went to the Air
War College at Maxwell Air Force Base in
Montgomery, Ala. But he persisted in his
battle for integration of the Army Air Corps,
and on July 26, 1948, President Harry S.
Truman signed an executive order ending

the "separate-but-equal" military. In 1949,
the U.S. Air Force (the former Army Air
Corps) became the first branch of the mili-
tary to integrate.

Florence Parrish says her husband often
talked about his years at Tuskegee, the prob-
lems he encountered and the courage of the
men who were constantly faced with barrier
after barrier. But he always downplayed
his own role, giving credit to the men and
instructors who served under him.

The weight on the men
of the 99th was

immeasurable. Their
performance in combat

would determine
whether the skies were
opened or closed to those
black pilots who would

succeed them.

Parrish's star continued to rise in the
Air Force, where he advanced to the rank
of brigadier general before retiring in 1964.
After his retirement, he returned to Rice,
this time for his master's and doctoral
degrees in history.

The Alzheimer's Disease that eventually
killed Parrish was diagnosed two years be-
fore his death. In 1986, when his mental
condition had begun to deteriorate, Florence
Parrish contacted members of the Tuskegee
Airmen to inform them of his condition.
The former pilots had held annual reunions
since 1973, and Parrish had attended all of
them. At the 1986 reunion, they decided to 
hold a testimonial dinner in Parrish's honor
while he was still able to understand.

"It was a very touching evening,"
Florence Parrish says. "I heard grown man
after grown man say how much he loved
and respected Noel. It was very emotional."

After his death, some in the media tried
to label Parrish as the "White Moses" of his
day, but Gropman says he never attempted
to take more credit than he felt was due him
for the success of the Tuskegee program. "He
never took credit for it publicly or privately.

"But his pivotal role in the success of
the program, and in the eventual integration
of the Air Force, cannot be denied."

Pam Jones is a reporter based in Montgom-
ery, Ala.
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Dancing,
Cycling
and Running
(but Never
Marching)
with the MOB
As it prepares to irritate the Irish
for the first time in its 18-year
history, the MOB stands in review.

by Lisa Gray '88

Only strangers to the MOB call it the March-
ing Owl Band. For starters, the band doesn't
march. It sings, dances, rides bicycles and
uses elaborate props. It plays everything
from the Rolling Stones' "Jumpin' Jack
Flash" to the theme from the "Flintstones"
to Handel's "Water Music" (when it rains, of
course). It might wear bathing suits, togas,
pajamas, ghost costumes or skirts. But it
doesn't march.

It quit marching in 1970, when Band
Director Bert Roth, now retired, tried to rem-
edy the crashing indifference that met the
formation-marching Rice Owl Band. During
halftimes, Roth says, "the concession stands
were full and the bathrooms overflowed."
The band was too small — only 40 Rice stu-
dents when Roth took over in 1967, rising
to about 60 when fortified with high school
students and any other comers — and had
too little practice time to compete with
other Southwest Conference bands on their
own terms.

So Rice and Roth changed the terms.
Says Roth: "What's the strongest thing at
Rice? Obviously the cerebrum. So we be-
came the cerebral band."

That "cerebral band" adopted a format
similar to that of the Stanford band. MOB
shows emphasized clever scripts, with band

Photos by ibmmy LaVergne
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Front and Center: Ken Dye leads the MOB.

members running from weird formation to
weird formation. That first season, they did
"semi-precision" drills and saluted the col-
lege student by forming an acne pimple on
the field.

Rice students loved it. A 1971 Thresher
editorial exulted that the MOB "shows the
beauty of making a virtue of necessity. Time
was when the Rice Band was embarrassingly
laughable/ill-trained, ill-drilled, miserably
unmusical. Now, much as Woody Allen cre-
ates comedy (and wins our hearts, as it
were) out of his own sexual inadequacy, the
Band, or MOB, creates comedy out of its
own size, shape and complexion." The writer
went on to urge Rice's football team to adopt
the same "anti-strategy," which would trans-
late to first-down punts and passes from the
20-yard line, plays "so weird that the oppo-
nents simply could not function."

The band's "weird" new format startled
Southwest Conference fans. Here in Texas,
football is serious business; schools in
California and the Northeast might fiddle
around with halftime traditions, but in
Texas? Oh, my.
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Fans were notably startled for the first
time in 1971 at a Rice-University of Houston
game. In honor of UH's entry into the SWC,
the MOB spoofed the SWC schools. The
MOB narrator announced that since the
band was too small to form UH's mascot, the
cougar, it would form the cat's left hind paw.
Roth says the band had originally planned
to form the cougar's tail, "but that was kind
of gross."

But even the paw wasn't quite right:
with five toes (cougar feet actually have
four), it looked more like a human fist than a
paw. And the formation that resulted on the
field was still less correct: because more of
the brass section showed up than had been
expected, the paw's middle toe was taller
than the others. Wags in the stands said the
Owls were "shooting a bird" instead of salut-
ing a cougar. Intentional or not, the crowd
loved it.

Crowds usually loved the MOB. The
band continued to poke fun at its SWC oppo-
nents, nearly always playing to a laughing,
applauding audience. By 1973, a University
of Texas crowd had even given the band a
standing ovation after the band had picked

on both the Longhorn band and football
coach. The MOB began to dream of playing
the halftime of the 1974 Super Bowl, to be
held in Rice Stadium.

But alas, the MOB tried to poke fun at
Texas A&M.

The script seemed harmless enough.
The band — a few in spike-topped Kaiser
Wilhelm hats, others in Mickey Mouse ears —
goose-stepped onto the field in imitation of
the A&M band, then formed a chicken leg to
allude to the "Chicken Ranch," the brothel
near A&M on which the musical "Best Little
Whorehouse in Texas" was based. Marvin
Zindler, the reporter who had been instru-
mental in closing it down, came on the field
twirling a baton, and the MOB announcer
called him "the most hated man in College
Station." The band formed a boot, and the
announcer joked that at the bottom of every
Aggie senior boot, "there's a big heel." The
MOB next formed a fireplug for the A&M col-
lie mascot, playing "Where, Oh, Where Has
My Little Dog Gone?" And then, to "March of
the Wooden Soldiers," the band stepped off
the field in a ragged version of the Aggie
band's "War T."

A&M fans booed and threw ice, and
a few jumped onto the field, spoiling for a
fight. Many more, though, saved their wrath
for after the game, when Aggie students
and alumni surrounded and threatened the
MOB. Police escorted the band to the tun-
nel below Rice stadium. According to a
Thresher account, about 350 bloodthirsty
Aggies then gathered outside the stadium
gate to wait for the MOB, and another 500
milled about in the parking lot. Two hours
later, Rice Food Service trucks finally hauled
the shaken band members through the 200
or so remaining Aggies and let the MOBsters
out at their colleges.

The story made the newspapers and
TV, and lingered for weeks in the Houston
papers' letters-to-the-editor columns. Some
attributed the Aggies' rage to a rumor that
A&M's collie mascot was dying, some to an
inflammatory piece in the Thresher that
included phrases like "Aggie fascist band"
and "armpit of America," but most credited
Rice's surprise 24-21 win, which put the
Aggies out of the Peach Bowl.

At its next show, the MOB called itself
the Marching Owl Bland, and formed a zero
and a vanilla wafer.

The MOB came back into the national
limelight in October 1975, when Judge Roy
Hofheinz — the owner of the Houston Astros
and the man behind the Astrodome — con-
fiscated the MOB'S script in the middle of
the band's Astrodome show. Hofheinz had
watched, enraged, as the band called the



hallowed building "the world's smallest in-
door stadium," played "Raindrops Keep
FaIlin' On My Head" after a crack about the
Dome's leaky roof, and began to joke about
the bottom-of-the-league Astros. Hofheinz
then decided to take matters — and the
show's script — in hand, instructing the MOB
announcer to confine his comments to song
titles.

Spectators had to wait for the next day's
papers to find out what had happened. The
MOB was again in the news across the coun-
try, and this time even Aggies agreed that
the band had been wronged. But Roth, who
has filled four fat scrapbooks with clippings
on this and the Aggie incidents, says that
"by pulling the script, [Hofheinz] was really
doing us a favor." The second half of the
show, a spoof of Spiro Agnew, wasn't nearly
as funny as the first, Roth says. Some things
are best left to spectators' imaginations.

Louie, Louie and Ken

Roth retired in 1980, and helped choose the
man who would replace him. Ken Dye, the
new band director, came from California
bearing impressive credentials. He'd been
manager, assistant director and director
of the Trojan Bands of the University of
Southern California. Dye had also worked
With the American College Band at Disney
World and had arranged songs for the band
O n "Name That Tune."

With Dye's arrival, MOB scripts picked
Up energy after what even then-President
Norman Hackerman thought was a slow year
under Roth. Most, though, agree that Dye's
major innovation was musical. "Ninety per-
cent of the music we play, he arranges," says
longtime MOBster Ray Gomez. Dye's speed
at writing band arrangements is impressive:
Gomez says he can write an arrangement for

the entire band in as few as two hours. And
legend has it that Dye can write an arrange-
ment having heard the song only once on
the radio. That's why the 50 or so pieces the
MOB performs in a year are surprisingly cur-
rent, and it's why the MOB can learn a song
for just one show, to make just one bad joke.

Dye's arrrangement of the Kingsmen's
early '60s hit "Louie, Louie" has become
Rice's alternate fight song, the one to which
students actually know some of the words.
Its popularity amuses MOBsters. "Ken made
his own melody," says Gomez. "It's not the
same as the Kingsmen's." (Dye maintains
that the Kingsmen's version has no melody.)
When Rice students sing the song, even
at parties, they sing the MOB version.
"We imprinted them with 'Louie, Louie,"
Gomez says.

The band now knows the song by heart,
well enough to play it perfectly while run-
ning off the field. And well enough to play it
without the band director's urging. The MOB
was called upon to provide suitably cere-
monious music for President George Rupp's
1985 inauguration (the Shepherd School re-
fused to take its instruments outside), and
performed admirably — until the end. As the
faculty receded, as Dye was halfway to the
library, the band broke into an unscheduled
"Louie, Louie."

"All it takes is one tuba player to start
it," Dye sighs.

Not that the band's planned music is
ever dull, mind you. The MOB-affiliated
community band, also directed by Dye, has
for the past two years played the march
"Liberty Bell" as freshly graduated seniors
walk through the Sallyport. Most, however,
recognize the piece as the theme from the
"Monty Python Show."

The MOB promotes its
"laid-back" image.
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Sometimes, "Louie, Louie" becomes "Luau, Luau."
Photo by Mike Gladu

The Taming of the Crew

It's sometimes muttered on campus, espe-
cially by those who remember the "good old
days," that the MOB has grown tamer —
blander, if you will — since Dye took its reins.
No one has confiscated a script in recent
memory, after all. Aggies now give the band
standing ovations. And the Rice administra-
tion has grown sure enough of the band's
inoffensiveness that it no longer requires
MOB scripts to earn advance approval from
the Shepherd School dean.

Roth praises Dye to the sky, but admits
that he thinks Dye's MOB "is a lot more con-
trolled, more predictable than ours." Roth
believes the predictability is a natural part
of the band's aging — it's harder. to surprise a
crowd that's expecting a surprise. When the
MOB took on its new format, he says, "it was
fresh and new and startling. Now, people
have come to expect the kind of show the
MOB does." In fact, the University of Texas
band now routinely parodies the MOB itself
at Rice-UT games.

Tamer or not, MOBsters and football
crowds still love the band, and student
support is phenomenal. In fact, about 10
minutes before halftime a stream of students
regularly leaves the library and the colleges
to trek toward the stadium. If Rice is ahead
by a few points, some even stay after the
show is over to watch a little football.

Initiating the Irish

Usually confined to quarters on the Owls'
longer road trips, the MOB is looking for-
ward to taking "Louie, Louie" to Notre Dame
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this season for the Nov. 5 Owls-Irish game. It
will be the longest MOB trip ever, a 20-odd-
hour bus ride each way. "At least," says
Gomez, "I hope they'll be 20 odd hours."

The trip means even more to Dye than
taking a band to a virgin audience, and more
than providing the gridiron Owls with hun-
dreds of supporters as they face a tough
team. Dye himself took a trip to Notre Dame
with the USC band, and remains impressed
by the campus and stadium. "It's like going
back in history," he says. "They have this
tiny stadium — it looks 150 years old — and
the crowd is surrounding you, close to you.
At touchdowns, it's like being at a rock con-
cert. It's completely filled with people and
sound."

About 80 percent of the MOB'S 250
members have said they were interested
enough in going to Notre Dame to raise
money for the cause; even more said they'd
be willing to brave the drive. "Some of them
are quite excited about riding the bus," Dye
says. "It's kind of an endurance test."

So far, the band has raised about half
the money it needs to pay for buses and
hotel rooms for a night in Chicago. They're
making special, paid appearances at events
like the Galveston Mardi Gras. They're also
selling MOB tee-shirts, MOB videotapes, and
even what Dye calls a "MOB party tape," a
cassette with the MOB versions of favorites
like "Twist and Shout," "Rock Lobster" and,
of course, "Louie, Louie."

The MOB also has been successful in
drumming up alumni support; Dye says he's
even had one alum ask to accompany the
band on its trip. (MOB alums are loyal
supporters, and are known for their
independence — they keep their own mailing
list — and their liveliness. Proof of the latter
is the alumni band's homecoming perform-
ance. Of last year's rigorous alumni MOB
show, one MOB senior, with the naiveté only
extreme youth can provide, commented:
"It amazes me how well some of these alumni
are able to chug around. I mean, some of
them are decrepit.")

But enough about financing the trip.
What about the important thing: the show
the MOB will do at Notre Dame? Dye won't
even speculate — MOB shows are topical,
and the show committee won't even begin
meeting until August. But Gomez says a trib-
ute to the Summer Olympics in Korea is
possible. It seems the punster is itching to
play "Seoul Man."

Former Thresher editor and non-MOBster
Lisa Gray is living in Houston and con-
templating the future.

Quilla June rides shotgun for Rebecca and Grungy.

Grungy, Rebecca and Quilla June:
A Marriage Made in the MOB

You just can't do a MOB story without talk-
ing to Grungy, the MOB'S senior member,
the band librarian and historian, a sweet,
gently strange trumpet player. So I called
him. He was sanding his mannequin, Quilla
June, getting her ready for his wedding that
weekend.

Grungy's Christian name is John Gladu,
but few at Rice call him John. He picked up
the nickname in 1973, the year he joined the
MOB. As a student at the bandless Houston
Baptist University, he answered Band Direc-
tor Bert Roth's call for MOB volunteers. Roth
repaid him by calling him Grungy.

The nickname stuck, and Grungy stuck
with the band — even after he took a job with
Boeing, working on space suits for NASA.
But the nickname is now threatening to un-
stick: the grapevine has it that Grungy's new
bride, Rebecca Hammond '84, a physician,
wants people to call him John. Perhaps
she can't bear the thought of receiving mail
addressed to "Dr. and Grungy Gladu."

But whether as Grungy or as John, he'll
stay with the MOB for at least three more
years, until Rebecca completes her medical
residency. "Thank God Rebecca got her resi-
dency in Houston," he says. "I really want to
spend half my life in the MOB." He's spent 18
years without the MOB, and only 15 in it. So
far.

The freshmen get younger every year,
he sighs. "I was born when Eisenhower
was president. I remember when Nixon ran

against Kennedy. Some of these kids don't
even remember Nixon resigning."

Grungy had wanted to be married in a
MOB show, but Rebecca and their Catholic
Student Center priest both nixed the idea.
"Father Brian has this argument that mar-
riage is a sacrament," he says, resigned.
"When I asked him, he shook his head in
such a way that I thought he was hurting
himself."

At any rate, Rebecca and Grungy were
married May 21 in the A.D. Bruce Religion
Center at the University of Houston, a build-
ing big enough to hold the 300 expected
guests. The reception, though, was at Rice.

But what about Quilla, the mannequin
who rides shotgun in Grungy's van, the Bozo
Bus? Was she ready for the wedding?

She was. Grungy found her missing
arm in the band hall, so she looked stunning
in the lacy blouse bought for the occasion.
(Grungy didn't have to buy a skirt; Quilla
June's body stops at the waist.) Though her
peach hat clashed with her fire-engine-red
hair, it matched the bridesmaids' dresses.
Rebecca did her makeup, and Grungy gave
her green eyes and re-painted her teeth
and skin. ("Goodness, she looks like Persis
Khambatta," Grungy said on the phone as
he spray-painted. "Try and buy flesh spray
paint sometime." Later: "Uh-oh. She's got a
run. She looks like she's sweating.")

With new looks like that, how could
she mind surrendering the front seat to
Rebecca?

— Lisa Gray
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lbp Pun: The MOB's High Five
Many longtime MOB fans complain that
after watching — or even performing in —
a few dozen shows, the scripts all begin to
blend together. But even so, they can recall
a handful of what they consider the best.

1. UT: The Ultra-lerrestrial
The show most often named, MOBsters can
even recall its author (David Tuttle), the
year it was performed ('82), and Rice's foot-
ball opponent (the University of Texas).
During a dusk halftime, the MOB began to
Play music from "Close Encounters." Then
the creature appeared. Known as U.T., it
Was 5'2", bright orange and had huge orange
"Hook'em Horns" for hands. The setting, our
narrator told us, was Austin, and U.T. was
discovered by fraternity brothers. U.T.
taught the frats to grow special plants and, in
return, they took him to visit a Dolly Parton
look-alike at "The Best Little Whorehouse in
Texas." The MOB formed a bed while the
Dolly sang. Then U.T., assisted by a small,
Private university with the only space phys-
ics department in Texas, went home in a
ship made from a weather balloon.

"It worked, special effects and all," says
Grungy. "It still gives me goosebumps." The
U.T. crowd gave a standing ovation, and
since then, the MOB has not been shy about
Poking fun at Bevo's homeboys.

2. Christmas in Aggieland

After the Aggies' ballyhooed siege of the
MOB, the band has always trod lightly at
A&M games, especially those in College Sta-
tion. Christmas was the non-controversial
topic chosen for one October halftime. The
MOB began by getting the crowd of 60,000 to
sing "Jingle Bells." It went on to read a par-
ody of "The Night Before Christmas" with
lines such as: "You better not pout/You bet-
ter not cry/Or he will cancel Christmas/&
that ain't no lie." Stan Barber appeared as
Santa on strike. The MOB closed with an
appeal to end the commercialization of
Christmas, and played "Silent Night" to the
silent stadium. The Aggies gave a standing
ovation.

(MOB insiders say Dye has lately ended
A&M shows with patriotic music, for a rea-
son. The Aggies always stand for "America,"
and usually remain on their feet long enough
for MOBsters to call it a standing ovation.)

3. Hawaii's 25th Anniversary

Written mostly by George Hampton and
performed three years ago. A MOBster,
decked out in a grass skirt and a coconut-
shell bra, called the MOB onto the field
with a conch shell. The band formed the
Hawaiian islands and played the theme from
"Hawaii Five-O." A Madonna look-alike was
to be sacrificed to a volcano, but the volcano
rejected her as the band played "Like A
Virgin." The MOB ended the show with a
rendition of the traditional Hawaiian hymn,
"Luau, Luau."

4. The Nerd Show

At an away game several years ago against
Southern Methodist University, Rice made
fun of its own image as Texas' geekiest in-
stitution of higher learning. The band was
got-up in its nerdiest gear. "There were more
horn-rimmed glasses and pocket protectors
there than you'd ever see outside a govern-
ment installation," says Ray Gomez. When
the band broke into "Shout," Gomez says,
"it was so funny, I think Ken had to close his
eyes to direct."

SMU called for an encore, delaying its
own band. Gomez hopes to resurrect the
show someday in Rice Stadium, letting it
play to its own natural, nerdy audience.

5. The Dress Show

SMU's band used to bill itself as the best-
dressed band in the nation, sometimes even
changing its uniforms during single football
games. The MOB tried to steal this title by
appearing— every last MOBster — in dresses.

Since that show, the MOB has done
another show in matching skirts to salute
the first women admitted to the A&M band.
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As deputy press secretary for the
congressional committee investigating the
Iran-Contra affair, Sam Hirsch '84 added
one more entry to a growing political
resume.

If Americans had Richard Nixon to "kick
around" in the 1970s, public discussions of
government scandals in the '80s have re-
volved around the figure of Col. Oliver
North. In January 1987, the U.S. Congress
began its investigation into what quickly be-
came known as the "Iran-Contra affair." The
staffs of two specially formed committees,
in an unprecedented move, worked together
ir reviewing more than 300,000 documents
and interviewing or examining more than
500 witnesses.

From May to August of that year, public
hearings were conducted that were both
televised and widely publicized. The con-
gressional committee staff documented all
written and oral testimony and released it in
a 690-page report to Congress that November.

"Only once in a decade do you get a
controversial issue of this magnitude," notes
Sam Hirsch '84. He was a part of that histor-
ically significant committee, acting as liaison
between it and the news media. "When peo-
ple look back at the incident years from
now, I think the committee report will be
the most comprehensive account of what
happened. I feel very fortunate to have
been able to work on it."

The deputy press secretary position
Hirsch held on the Senate committee
staff was the fifth job he has held
since graduating from Rice — more
than many alumni hold in a lifetime.
Also, despite the fact that he earned
his degree from a university most
consider to be politically apathetic,
Hirsch has actively pursued a
political career.

Climbing
Up the Hill

by Scheleen Johnson '87
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Upset that his political activity
dwindled to nearly nothing his freshman
year at Rice, Hirsch took an early step "out-
side the hedges" his sophomore year, taking
a semester off to intern in the office of
Congressman Ron Dellums, D-Calif., in
Washington, D.C. The Capitol Hill experi-
ence only whetted his appetite. He returned
to Rice the following semester to earn politi-
cal science and economics degrees but stayed
in touch with Washington as a volunteer in
the Houston office of U.S. Congressman
Mickey Leland, D-Texas.

As an intern in Washington, Hirsch be-
came interested in nuclear arms issues and
continued to follow them closely while
finishing his Rice studies.

Believing Europe offered a better per-
spective from which to view the issue and
wanting to pursue his interests in the con-
verging grass roots operations of West
European disarmament groups and East
European human rights movements, Hirsch
applied for — and won — a Watson Fellowship
to study and travel in Europe for a year.

Using London as a base, Hirsch worked
for a British magazine while researching
various organizations and interviewing both
Western activists and Eastern dissidents.
Before the year was over, he had traveled to

25 countries.
The experience was not only educa-

tional, but inspirational. In 1985, Hirsch
returned to Washington ready to commit
time and energy to the U.S. democratic
system. His first paying job on the

Hill was with a then-promising
presidential hopeful, Sen. Gary

Hart, as a deputy press secretary.
Anxious to work on legislation, he
moved a few months later to the

House office of Rep. Edward
Markey (D-Mass.).
"On the Hill, it doesn't matter

how often you move as long as
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you keep moving up," he notes. Hirsch's title
in Markey's office was press secretary/legisla-
tive assistant for foreign and veterans' affairs.

Because half of a congressman's or con-
gresswoman's job is creating legislation and
the other half is remaining in office, Markey
convinced Hirsch to gain political experi-
ence by working on a congressional
campaign during the 1986 elections. So
Hirsch moved to Minnesota and worked for
challenger Dave Johnson (D), who narrowly
lost to incumbent Vin Weber (R) by a mar-
gin of only 3 percent. Hirsch, however, came
out a winner. When he returned to Wash-
ington in search of a new job, he did so with
valued campaign experience on his résumé.

As luck would have it, he arrived at the
same time the special Senate committee was
forming to investigate the Iran-Contra affair.
Hirsch was hired on as the committee's dep-
uty press secretary.

Realizing the historical significance of the
committee's work, Hirsch temporarily put
away his legislative goals and once again
donned a press badge.

The media followed the committee's
investigation in great detail. Because most
television networks carried the hearings live
that summer, when people look back years
from now at what happened they will most
likely remember the hearings and not the
actual trial yet to take place. "That is part of
the miracle of television," Hirsch notes.

Congressional hearings are held mainly
"for the record." It is the format Congress
uses to relay to the public what it, as a body,
knows and is doing about various issues and
problems. Many of the individual witnesses
involved with the Iran-Contra affair were
given a certain amount of time to tell the
committee their version of what happened.

"There were often minor and some-
times major differences between the
stories," Hirsch says. "A certain amount can
be chalked up to differences in memory, but
some were enormous. My job was to meet
with the reporters, help clarify the rele-
vance of the testimony and try to explain
how it fit — or did not fit — with previous
testimonies that, in some cases, had taken
place weeks before."

Hirsch not only consulted with report-
ers but also helped instruct their camera
crews and technicians. Almost every minute
the committee was on the air, Hirsch could
be found in the hearing room, headset on,
advising the networks on what was coming
up and when to cut to commercials. (Hirsch,
by the way, is no stranger to the technicali-
ties involved in network news. The summer
before his senior year at Rice, he interned
at CBS-TV on the "Nightwatch" show.)

To say that the hearings were controversial
is almost an understatement. Although
there is little doubt in the minds of many
that laws were broken, not everyone agreed
with Congress' actions or the committee's
final report.

"I think, generally, the public did not
understand the difference between a hear-
ing and a court trial," Hirsch says. "The
purpose of the investigation was to show all
versions of the facts — how, why and if, in-
deed, there was any error. In a court case,
one side's attorney presents its version of
why the witness is guilty, and the other side
presents its version of why the witness is
innocent. Sometimes you lose the gray
areas. We did not go into the hearings with
any preconceived judgment.

Sam Hirsch: "The five most interesting jobs in his class"

"The congressional committee review
is an extremely open, democratic and
participatory process that is special to the
American system. You don't have this in
most European governments. Their parlia-
ments generally don't investigate the
executive branch in front of the public. We
called all major witnesses that were still
alive, with the exception of the president
and the vice president, and allowed them to
tell their stories in public, in front of the best
reporters and on national television. The
public, then — everyone who chose to watch
— could decide for itself whether or not to
believe the witnesses."

Part of the controversy surrounding the
hearings concerned the media itself. There
are those who felt the proceedings should
not have been televised for the whole world
to see — that they should have been more
private. Hirsch disagrees.

"It is a little bit of a bruising process,
and it can even be a little embarrassing

when we air our dirty laundry in public,"
he says. "But I think it is a real sign of our
democracy's strength to allow the public
to watch."

While the congressional committee's inves-
tigation into the Iran-Contra affair was an
educational process for the whole nation,
there is little doubt that Hirsch learned
more than just who-sent-arms-where-and-
in-exchange-for-what. A devoted Democrat
used to playing partisan politics, Hirsch en-
joyed working with some of the top senators
and staff from both parties.

"I sat next to Democrats and Repub-
licans ranging from the very liberal to the
very conservative, and grew to respect al-
most all of them," he says. "The senate
committee (which had one bipartisan staff)
worked much better together and, I believe,
was the more productive of the two.

"For now, though, I am back to being
partisan," he laughs. When the committee
turned in its final report on Nov. 13,1987,
Hirsch again found himself out of a job. Al-
though much of the work he has done to this
point has been media-related, he is deter-
mined to change directions.

Hirsch's next move in the political arena
involves the management of a congressional
campaign. In November, he moved from
the "city of power" to Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
where he is the campaign manager for Dem-
ocratic challenger Wayne Cryts, who is
running against Republican incumbent Bill
Emerson.

Recently, Hirsch attended the wedding of
some Rice friends. As often happens on such
occasions, a group gathered the night before
the wedding to laugh about the past and try
to make sense of the future.

When talk turned to the present, Hirsch
became a bit discouraged after realizing ev-
eryone else had been working with the same
company since graduation, climbing up the
ranks to higher pay and bigger offices. When
he observed this aloud, a banker next to
him laughed and explained that if all the jobs
they had held during the last three years
were listed on paper, the top five most inter-
esting positions had all belonged to Hirsch.

He had to agree.

Scheleen Johnson '87 lives in Washington,
D.C., where she works in the office of Rep.
John Bryant.
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Sports

Moving
Beyond Seoul
Like the firing of a cannonball,
throwing a shot put requires a great
deal of energy and power. It's a
process of gathering the maximum
strength from the ground forces
and from every single muscle in
the body, starting with the larger
muscles of the legs and ending with
the smaller arm and finger muscles,
until an "explosion" builds up and
the metal shot put shoots out at a
high velocity.

To prepare for this "explosive"
reaction has been a sometimes
monotonous, six-days-a-week,
four-to-eight-hours-a-day effort for
Regina Cavanaugh '87, who inten-
sively trained for more than a year
for the Olympic trials in track and
field, held in Indianapolis in late
July. Even during her one day of
rest, training "never leaves your
mind," she says. "This has been my
life for the last year."

Her way of life will undergo
drastic changes in the coming year.
After serving as an alternate for the
U.S. Olympic shot put team in the
1984 games, Cavanaugh fell short
of making the 1988 Olympic team,
placing fifth in the shot put trials
held July 23.

Now, her sights are on a career
in medicine. She plans to take the
MCAT this fall and, until then, she
will have to trade in the practice
field for a steady diet of books.

It will take some adjustment.
For the last few months, her sched-
ule has varied little.

Upon awakening every morn-
ing (after 8-9 hours of sleep),
Cavanaugh would enjoy her most
important meal of the day, filling
up on carbohydrates, fruit and
fiber. Every other day, she would
swallow a potent "megavitamin"

supplement — not for the average
person — which far exceeded the
daily recommended requirements.
She has tried to "eat right," which
meant a daily intake of about 60
percent carbohydrates, less than
20 percent fats and "whatever's
left over" in protein. A confirmed
chocoholic, Cavanaugh also tried
to limit sweets to twice a week
(though she admitted to an occa-
sional chocolate binge).

Starting with a half-hour
warm-up period, which included
a jog and stretching and running
drills, Cavanaugh would then
spend three-to-four hours in the
weight room, working out on the
bench press. The most important
conditioning exercise for her has
been the "power clean," an Olym-
pic weight lifted from the floor,
keeping it close to the body all the
way up to the chest. The number
of pounds she lifts on any day de-
pends on the phase of training she
is in, but she has lifted as much as
225 pounds at a time.

Cavanaugh: Setting aside Olympic hopes for medical school.

The rest of her training was
spent outdoors, perfecting her
throwing technique with Rice coach
Victor Lopez. When it rained, she
used the Rice gym, throwing the
shot put through a net and onto a
mat to prevent damage to the floor.

Cavanaugh got her start in the
sport in junior high school. (Her
gym teacher at that time thought
her muscular thighs would make
her a good candidate for track and
field events.) After graduating from
high school in 1982, Cavanaugh
placed second at the Pan American
Junior games in Venezuela, coming
within three-and-three-quarter
inches of making the 1984 U.S.
Olympic team.

During her years at Rice,
Cavanaugh won three indoor and
three outdoor NCAA crowns, with
12 Southwest Conference titles in
shot put and discus.

Though Cavanaugh's best
distance at this writing — 58'4" —
is less than six feet short of the
American women's record of 64',

Cavanaugh says this was her "last
go-around" before medical school.
With the aid of some private
sponsors, she was able to quit her
part-time job at a local hospital in
February to concentrate solely on
training.

The discipline that served her
well during training will carry over
into her future studies. It was a dis-
cipline that came gradually. When
she was growing up, her parents
instilled it in her and in her
brothers and sisters, all four of
whom are athletes. Her 20-year-old
brother plays football for Texas
A&M; her sister broke Cavanaugh's
discus throwing record before "re-
tiring" into dance. Rice taught her
to set goals in academics as well as
athletics. Now, she says, that disci-
pline will come in handy.

As for medical school, she says
the focus will be the same as when
she was training for the Olympic
trials — "to keep your eyes on the
goal."

—Maggi Stewart
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Alumni

Remembering
the War Years
"The War Years at Rice." Those
very words conjure up a romantic
image of solemn, stern-faced stu-
dents bravely studying their lessons
as they contemplate an uncertain
future. Sallyport recently had a
chance to talk informally with a
few members of the class of 1943 —
one of the classes touched by the
reality of World War II— and listen
to their reminiscences of that time
as they prepare to celebrate their
45th reunion at homecoming this
November.

Their college years marked a
time of innocence mixed with a so-
bering awareness of war. There was
a certain spirit, a kind of "you don't
know what else is going to happen
so let's have a little fun" attitude, as
one class member puts it. Another
compares it to growing up in the
Depression: you got your enjoy-
ment, your recreation, in associat-
ing with people. Class members
still feel a family-like closeness to
each other, even though they came
from a variety of backgrounds, en-
tered a variety of professions and
are now living in diverse parts of
the country, says another class
member. "Rice gave us good
friends," a third adds.

"We weren't as sophisticated
then as kids are now. I grew up in
a little school. There were 11 in our
class. I was the valedictorian be-
cause I could sit up and wave 'bye
bye'," jokes another class member,
who managed to stay on the honor
roll all four years at Rice despite
his somewhat humble beginnings.
Students didn't have the diversions
and temptations that they have
nowadays, they agree. They were
more involved in campus life. You
didn't leave the campus to venture
into the outside community much

and, when you did, it was apt to be
by thumbing a ride downtown via
Main Street (there wasn't much in-
between), a typical practice that no
one gave a second thought to (own-
ing a car on campus was a rarity).
Students would meet at the San
Jacinto Bank Building across from
the Lamar Hotel, both landmarks
that are now gone.

One landmark that is still
going strong (like many of the class
of '43) is the Warwick Hotel, where
the 45th reunion party will be held
on Homecoming Weekend. Other
favorite haunts were Autry House
across Main Street and the Planta-
tion Ballroom at the end of Main,
where students could listen to
the latest local version of the big
band sound. Also within walking
distance were the lbp Hat, for
jitterbugging and an occasional live
performance by Fats Waller, and a
place called Nickel Joe's on Bisson-
net, known for its nickel beers and
"lack of bathroom facilities." The
Nickel Joe's regulars were a close
group and spent a lot of time to-
gether, recalls one class member.
They'd break up from studying at
1 or 2 a.m. and go there. If Nickel
Joe's wasn't open, they'd go to Bill
Williams' Chicken Shack.

Toward the end of their senior
year, when everyone was heading
for the service, they wrote a tune,
"Ode to Nickel Joe's." And on the
last night they'd all be together they
sang it to Nickel Joe, who looked
the part of a "typical beer garden
owner" but who broke down and

cried at the sentiment. There's a
reference to going off to Yokohama.
One class member happened to be
there during the cease-fire prior to
the signing of the peace treaty
while liberating prisoners of war.
He stuck a sign in the Grand Hotel
there that said, "Nickel Joe was
here."

The harsh reality of the war
came with the news of Rice class-
mates (class members estimate
about 80 percent of the graduating
men entered some part of the
armed services) who had lost their
lives fighting for their country.
"It always seemed like it was a lot
because you knew every one of
them," recalls one class member.

And then there are the happier
stories of those who were declared
dead but later found. "They were
only dead in the alumni office,"
quips another class member.

But the Rice of 1943 wasn't
completely different from the Rice
of today. What remains the same is
very significant: the high quality of
students and faculty and the fact
that a great deal is expected of them.
"Rice helps you find out about
yourself, what you want to be and
what you want to do and respects
you as a person," according to one
class member. The honor system
"challenged you to be an adult and
grow up and handle things on your
own," says another.

As for the academic side,
although there was no "core cur-
riculum," freshmen had to choose
a rather well-balanced program
of courses, enrolling in biology
or chemistry or another science,
pre-med or engineer, a foreign
language, history and the infamous
Math 100.

A female member of the class
reminisces about the days before
the women's dorms when women
students from out of town stayed
in nearby boarding houses. "The
administration didn't quite know
what to do with females even
though they'd had them from the
beginning," she laughs. Women
were strictly on the honor system,
she says: "You answered to God
and yourself." When women's
dorms came, so did rules, regula-
tions and hours.

The clever pranksters who
turned Willy's Statue around
this spring would have had some
competition back then. One class
member remembers a student
called "The Mad Bomber" who had
an "affliction" for mixing sodium
with water to make an explosive
reaction. He made a practice of
pinching bits of sodium out of the

lab to create explosions. Late one
evening in East Hall (Baker), he
thought it would be interesting to
see what would happen if sodium
were flushed down a toilet. The ex-
plosion severed the commode at
floor level, bounced it out the door
and proceeded to flood the whole
third floor. There were no rules or
regulations to cover this offense, so
the administration "belled the cat"
by recommending that The Mad
Bomber be put on the hall com-
mittee. (The Mad Bomber, inciden-
tally, plans to attend the reunion.)

One difference in university
life today, say the class members of
'43, is that many students view col-
lege primarily as a means to an end
to get what they want to go out and
"make their mark." That was al-
ways important, they say, but they
believe they got more enjoyment
out of their years in college. "Maybe
we were all a bit naïve," one class
member muses. "Maybe naïve, but
certainly happy," adds another.

lb celebrate the anniversary of the
"war years" at Rice, members of the
classes of 1942, 1943 and 1944 are in-
vited to attend a cocktail buffet at the
Warwick Hotel on Friday, Nov. 11,
with live music, singing and dancing.
Tickets are pg35; .870 for couples. The
Warwick is offering special rates
of$65for single or double rooms,
a 30 percent discount on suites and
a special weekend package. For more
information, call the toll-free number,
800-231-5701. Write your check for the
buffet to the Class of 1943 and send to:
Tracy Park
c/o Association of Rice Alumni
PO Box 1892
Houston, TX 77251
For information on all reunions

to be held this homecoming weekend,
consult individual class years in the
classnotes section of this issue.

— Maggi Stewart
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For
Rice's
Honor

Fighting
Illiteracy
More than 500,000 adults in
Houston alone cannot read, and
Rice students are working to do
something about it, thanks to a
$25,000 grant from Southwestern
Bell Telephone Co.

The Rice Student Volunteer
Program (RSVP) has sponsored a
successful literacy program since
the organization's inception in
1986. The Southwestern Bell grant
is helping the student volunteer
organization improve and expand
that program, as well as providing
support in implementing a master
teacher program with far-reach-
ing benefits to Rice and the
community.

In its first year alone, RSVP
elicited a tremendous response
from the Rice community. Hun-
dreds of Rice students together
logged more than 30,000 volunteer
hours in community service ac-
tivities. More than 400 students,
faculty and staff made weekly com-
mitments to on-campus programs
tutoring junior high school minor-
ity students, adult illiterates and
Asian refugees, and to off-campus
work with Covenant House, M.D.
Anderson, Hermann and Ben Taub
hospitals, the Houston Food Bank
and the Houston Area Women's
Center.

Hundreds of other Rice volun-
teers have participated in various
one-time community service
events, including a Multiple Scle-
rosis bike-a-thon, a clean-up
project at a local park in conjunc-
tion with a World Hunger benefit,
and house painting/carpentry pro-
jects for the impoverished elderly
in Houston's Third Ward.

RSVP's literacy project is the
only university-sponsored student
volunteer literacy program in the
City of Houston, and one of the few
in Texas. Last year, volunteers
taught 26 adult English-speaking
illiterates on campus in a program
of one-on-one instruction.

The Southwestern Bell grant is
benefiting the literacy program in a
number of areas.

First, it is allowing RSVP to
develop incentive programs to
increase both tutor and student
retention, since the "drop-out" rate
of both groups is among the most
difficult problems facing literacy
programs. Computers to aid both
students and tutors will also be
purchased.

The grant is also allowing
Rice's literacy program to expand
the number of tutors it can admin-
istratively support from its original
20 to approximately 80.

Finally, the grant is helping
RSVP develop a master teacher
program for Rice and the Houston
community. Currently, there are
only 15 master trainers in the
city, and the R.E.A.D. Council has
identified the shortage of these
individuals — who are able to train
tutors as well as help others be-
come master teachers — as the
single most urgent problem for
existing programs.

To respond to this need, Rice
is offering a course entitled "Lead-
ership in Community Education: A
Project for Literacy." The course,
supported by a leadership grant
from Exxon Corp. and the Ketter-
ing Foundation, examines the
larger context of illiteracy and is
creating a student task force of
master teachers. Through this task
force, RSVP will be able to create a
corp of individuals who are both
able to train volunteers in the com-
munity to be tutors and to train
others as master teachers.

'62 Meets the Challenge
lb commemorate its 25th reunion,
a generous member of the Class of
1962 presented the class with a
tremendous challenge — if the class
collectively raised $100,000, the
donor would match that amount.

Realizing the significance of
such a project to his class and, more
important, to Rice, class chair
Bill Pannill set to work. He asked
Eleanor Beebe, John Stanton,
Charles Giraud, Bob Colette, Barry
Moore and Dick Wright to manage
the fund-raising efforts of Jones,
Hanszen, Baker, Will Rice and
Wiess colleges, respectively.

At the same time, Susie Glass-
cock and Anne Baillio supervised
reunion activities. The reunion's
tremendous success undoubtedly
contributed to that of the fund-
raising team.

The final results have now
been tallied. At the end of June,
not only had the challenge
been met, but had been sur-
passed —64 percent of the class
has contributed $150,810, an in-
crease of $90,742 over last year's
final figures.

Frost Grant Awarded
to Latium Project
The Frost Foundation Ltd. recently
announced a $35,000 grant to Rice
University to help provide a solid
base for funding of the Latium
archaeological dig at the Via Gam-
bia excavations near Rome. The
dig is being conducted under the
supervision of Walter Widrig and
Phillip Oliver-Smith.

Richter Fund Progressing
During the summer of 1987, the
G. Holmes Richter Memorial Fund
was established to provide continu-
ing recognition of a teacher who
gave so many years of service to
Rice University. The Department of
Chemistry hopes to provide fund-
ing for undergraduate research
fellowships from this endowment
fund. To date, approximately
$10,000 has been accumulated
toward a goal of $100,000. The
annual income from such a fund
should be able to support eight-to-
ten Rice undergraduate students
during the summer months while
they gain valuable exposure to
modern chemical research.
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Classllotes
The Class of 19289s 60th Re-
union Party will be held during
homecoming weekend, Friday,
Nov. 11, from 4-6 p.m. in the
Kelly Lounge of the Ley Student
Center. Admission is free. For in-
formation, contact Roy Lay, 5
Winged Foot Drive, Conroe, TX
77304, (409) 856-2829.

Class Recorder:
Beverly Van Zandt
218 Shoreacres Blvd.
La Porte, TX 77571
(713) 571-0827

Class Recorder:
Mildred Ogg Fisher
2910 Braebum
Bryan, TX 77802
(409) 774-7217

Class Recorder Mildred Ogg
Fisher writes: "In a nice, long
letter, John Schuhmacher, our
Permanent president, apologized
for not having written sooner. 'This
June; he writes, 'we will have been
married 54 years.' He and Paula
have nine grandchildren living.
In 1974 they lost their daughter,
Dineen, and her husband, Bill
Godfrey, and two grandchildren
in an airplane crash. I remember
reading that in the newspaper.
Their son, John, and his wife,
Marianne, live in Aspen, Colo., and
have three children of their own.
In addition, they are raising three
Of Dineen's and Bill's children.
Pour of the six have finished
college — none from Rice, but
from Brown University, Trinity
University and Bowdoin. The
Schuhmacher's daughter, Susan,
lives in Magden, Switzerland, and
is married to a Swiss scientist.
They have two children, aged 4
and 6, who are growing up speak-
ing three languages: German,
Swiss and English. Danny, their
Youngest, lives in Houston. He is a
science teacher at Duchesne Acad-
tiny. They have a 5-month-old
Child. John and Paula travel a great
deal. What interesting places to
visit when they go to see their chil-
dren. John says when not travel-
ing, they split their time between
their beautiful farm, Hugelheim,
near Round 'Ibp and their home of
41 Years in River Oaks.

"I have received a second
letter from Felide O'Brien
Robertson, Sandy Spring, Md. I
brought you up to date on Felide in
niY last column. Now, some of the
rest of you, please pick up your
Pens. I love getting the letters.

"I have just returned from
Winston-Salem, N.C., where

I went with Florence and Jim
Parker, my daughter and son-in-
law (Rice '59 and '52), and my
grandson, Roger, and his fiancee,
Sue Evans, to see my grand-
daughter, Pamela, get her MA. at
Wake Forest — a beautiful univer-
sity and a very beautiful city. The
commencement exercises were
thrilling.

"Write and tell us about your
vacation travels."

Class Recorder:
George Blocher
9478 Briar Forest
Houston, TX 77063
(713) 780-0566

Class Recorder:
Willie Mae Chapman Cole
2414 Chimney Rock
Houston, TX 77056

The Class of 1933 will hold are-
union reception, luncheon and
visiting hour on Friday, Nov. 11,
during homecoming weekend.
The 11:30 a.m. reception and
noon luncheon will be held at the
Farnsworth Pavilion of the Ley
Student Center; the 1 p.m. visit-
ing hour will be held in the
student center's Miner Lounge.
For more information contact
Dr. Robert K. Blair, 10207 Briar
Drive, Houston, TX 77042,
(713) 782-4647, or Leota Hess,
868 Augusta, Houston, TX
77057, (713) 782-7138.

Class Recorder Willie Cole writes:
"The Class of 1933 will be celebrat-
ing its 55th reunion this fall. Mark
your calendar in bright colors for
Nov. 11, 1988. Harry Chavanne,
class president, and a committee
of Bob Blair, Willie Chapman
Cole, Marjorie Meyer Arsht and
Lents Meyer Hess are already
working on plans for a luncheon on
Nov. 11 in the Farnsworth Pavilion
at the Ley Student Center. Plans
are to convene at 11:30 a.m. for
your choice of wine or soft drinks
and visiting with old friends.
Lunch will be served at noon.
Sammy's Food Service has been
doing a wonderful job on the
luncheons and dinners scheduled
in the building. After lunch, the
Miner Lounge has been reserved
for more visiting and reminiscing.

"Eugenia Hamilton Stewart
and her husband, Hugh, retired to
Corsicana after making the rounds
of smaller cities. Hugh has stayed
very busy in his retirement from
Exxon, serving on various commit-
tees related to the oil business,
including API. They have no chil-
dren but have had a happy life with
lots of activities and friends. She
is looking forward to the 55th
reunion.

"Claire Turner has retired
from her job as lab technician in
Dallas. She is excited about the
reunion and seeing old friends."

Class Recorder:
Elliott Flowers
3330 Del Monte
Houston, TX 77019
(713) 524-4404

Class Recorder:
Mary B. Arnold
10714 Del Monte
Houston, TX 77042

Mary Kent Stewart wrote her first
letter for the classnotes section
after a cruise aboard the QEll with
fellow alumni Hazel Arthur '33,
Alex Froech '24, Edna Leah
Frosch '35 and Dorothy Stitt '37.
"It was such fun to be with our
Rice classmates," she writes.
"Hazel Arthur and I have been
friends for more years than I care
to say, and Edna Leah and I started
in Montrose Elementary some few
years ago. I have always lived in
Houston, for which I feel most for-
tunate, and have such wonderful
friends — I truly feel blessed." Mary
adds that Erich Lethmayer '55
(M/Arch.) of Vienna, Austria, vis-
ited in February, attending a round
of parties with Rice friends.

Class Recorder:
Jane Rommel
504 Fairway Drive, Riverhill
Kerrville, TX 78028
(512) 896-4310

H. Blandin Jones writes: "There
has not been much news of our
class in Sallyport of late, and I
would like to make at least a small
change in that. On Nov. 4, 1987,
Nancy Boothe '52 and I were mar-
ried. After 10 years as a Texaco
retiree and almost six years as a
widower, I have become a house-
husband. Nancy and I both re-
tained our maiden names, but I
took her address and telephone
number. We are enjoying good
health, some travel and much at-
tendance at performing arts
events. We have been associates
of Brown College for eight or nine
years. Nancy, responsible for ar-
chives, manuscripts and special
collections in Fondren Library, is
a university associate, and I am a
community associate. I enjoy the
contact this affords with members
of the present student body, fac-
ulty and staff of Rice. Living across
the street from campus, we get to
many meetings, lectures and con-
certs at Rice. Once in a while I see
another member of the Class of '37
at one of these. Connie Ryan was
looking hale and hearty at the
most recent meeting of the Friends
of Fondren."

Class Recorders
Jane Stockton-Dunaway
415 Blalock Road
Houston, TX 77024
(713) 465-7332

The Class of 1938 will hold
its Golden Anniversary, 50th

Reunion dinner during home-
coming weekend, on Friday,
Nov. 11, at Cohen House. A re-
ception will begin at 6:30 p.m.,
with dinner following at 7:30.
For information contact Clyde
Dill, 7715 Hornwood, Houston,
TX 77036, (713) 774-5208.

Class Recorder Jane Dunaway
writes: "Mary Jane McGaffey
Hatfield hasn't changed a bit — the
same ole fun loving gal. And what
interesting things she has done . . .
worked for the YMCA, Texas Pipe
Line, Helene Sprong & Co. Deco-
rators, the Good Life in the Village,
and taught dancing with the Fran-
cis Putnum Dance Studio. She and
Merle '35 have three children:
Jonathan, a bartender at Magic
Island, Jane, who's in public
relations, and Joe, director of ac-
cess services at Fondren Library.
Merle was administrator of the
geophysics department at Exxon
before he retired. The family goes
to New Orleans a lot to 'eat, drink
and be merry,' and Mary Jane also
does a lot of antiquing there and
in Houston. She also supports the
Galveston Historical Society. She
still plays bridge (not Autry House
bridge, I hope). There are four
grandchildren, so most of her time
is spent ̀jubilating.' She is an avid
gardener; their lovely home in
Yuppieville (West U.) has a beau-
tiful flower garden.

"Beth McDowell Turner has
returned from a fantastic trip to
the Orient and to the Philippines.
She and her husband, Max, flew to
Tokyo, then on to Beijing, China.
Unfortunately, everyone in the
group of 11 people except Beth
became ill. Max was treated by a
Chinese doctor and his nurses.
Now, I will tell you everything you
always wanted to know about the
practice of Chinese medicine. Yes,
they used pressure points and
their own herbal medicines. No,
they did not use shots. The very
thought horrified them. And Max
recovered quickly and beautifully.
Then on to Shanghai and to Hong
Kong (the third time for Beth).
Their next stop, Thailand, had its
own special excitement. Henry
Kissinger and his entourage shared
the Princess Hotel with them!
Then Singapore and on to the Isle
of Bali. There, their reservations
got mixed up, and they were as-
signed the Presidential Suite — the
same suite that President and Mrs.
Reagan had stayed in. They found
the Philippines under heavy se-
curity with unbelievable inflation
and very high unemployment. An
apple cost $5. Their hotel in Ma-
nila was the hotel where General
MacArthur and his family made
their home during World War II.
Back to Hong Kong and the flight
home and a visit in San Francisco.
I can't even imagine packing for a
trip like that, but I sure would like
to try.

"Thinking of the neat people
in our class makes me feel that
no one will want to miss our 50th
reunion. Somehow this thought
brought to mind a newsletter that
William Minto is kind enough to
send me periodically, knowing my
interest in his great love, Sea Ex-
plorers Scouting, to which he has
devoted most of his life. In the
Rear Commodore's Log, he remi-
nisces:Tate in summer a letter
reached me from home high in the
Andes Mountains. It informed me
of a full scholarship to Rice In-
stitute in Houston, Texas. Getting

there by September 1st was a prob-
lem and adventure all by itself.'

"We made it! We went over
our goal. We have fulfilled our
pledge. We won't go down in his-
tory as having given the most to a
class scholarship fund, but we are
still hoping that we will as the class
with the largest percentage par-
ticipation. We are a glorious class
and we want to go out with glory."

Class Recorder:
Dorothy Forristall-Brown
1250 Oakcrest Circle
Beaumont, TX 77706

Members of the Class of '41 at-
tended a reception in the Ley
Student Center on Friday, May 20,
to discuss efforts to endow a schol-
arship in the name of the class of
'41. The fund will be used each
year to award scholarships to four
deserving Rice students who would
not otherwise be able to attend
Rice. Hugh Gragg, '41 scholarship
committee chair, Frank Zumwalt
and Jim Rosborough organized
the event. Wrapping up the second
year of the five-year project, Hugh
reports that the class has raised
$101,535 toward the $325,000
scholarship fund. All gifts, whether
to the scholarship or Annual Fund,
will go into the scholarship fund.
The class will present its collective
gift to the university at homecom-
ing during its 50th reunion in 1991.

Class Recorder:
Oscar N. Hibler Jr.
5667 Piping Rock
Houston, TX 77056
(713) 621-7272

The Class of 1943 invites the
Classes of 1942 and 1944 to join
in a special homecoming reunion
celebration at the Warwick Hotel
during homecoming weekend,
Friday, Nov. 11, beginning at
7 p.m. For information or to be
placed on the invitation list, con-
tact Ralph Young, 3 Wedge Wood
Ct., Sugar Land, TX 77478,
(713) 494-6293. Additional in-
formation may be found in the
"Alumni" section of this issue.

The Houston Chapter of the
American Institute of Architects
recently awarded its Citation of
Honor to Ralph A. Anderson Jr.,
FAIA. The citation is given to
groups or individuals who have
made outstanding contributions to

the Houston community, through
civic improvements or social re-
sponsibility. Anderson was
awarded the citation for his work
in founding Billboards, Limited!,
an organization dedicated to
improving the quality of life in
Houston, and in founding The
Lone Star Roadside Council, a
statewide organization committed
to highway beautification. On the
same occasion, Anderson's firm,
C/A Architects Inc., also was given
an honor award for the Ashbel
Smith Building Rehabilitation at
the University of Texas Medical
School in Galveston.

Class Recorder:
Larry Hermes
2028 Albans Road
Houston, TX 77005
(713) 529-2009

Ed Morey writes that he is still
living in Atlanta, Ga., where he is
senior vice president-marketing of
Turbitrol Co., designers and man-
ufacturers of computer process
control equipment for water treat-
ment. Morey and his wife, Carrie,
have four children (including two
Rice graduates), all married. He
is currently chair of the Fulton
County (Georgia) Planning
Commission. The Moreys travel
extensively.

The Class of 1948 is making
reunion plans for homecoming
weekend, Nov. 11-12. For infor-
mation, contact Joe Reilly,
614 Saddlewood, Houston, TX
77024, (713) 688-1381.

Class Recorder:
Mary Lou Douglas
5331 S. Kimback
Chicago, IL 60637

Robert B. Bowles Jr. is an Episco-
pal clergyman in Texas City. He
and Karolyn (nee Kucera) have 22-
year-old twins, Brig, who gradu-
ated from Rice this May, and his
sister, Kelsey, who graduated from
SMU in May.

The Class of 1953 will hold two
special reunion events during
homecoming weekend. On Sat-
urday, Nov. 12, a casual Tex-Mex
buffet will be held in the RMC
Grand Hall; on Sunday, Nov. 13,
the class will host a reunion
brunch. For information con-
cerning times, contact Maydelle
Exley Burkhalter, 3434
Boardmead, Houston, TX
77025, (713) 6654006.

A memorial scholarship fund has
been established at St. Thomas
High School in Houston in honor of
Bill Golibart, Rice class of 1953.
This scholarship will help pay tui-
tion at St. Thomas for deserving
young men. Golibart, who died in
1985, was an all Southwest Con-
ference performer in baseball at
Rice. For details, please call Billy
Burkhalter at 956-2986.
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Richard P. Massey (B.S.E.E. '54)
writes: "This past year has been a
challenge for me as I have made
the transition from industry to ac-
ademe. I am presently a visiting
professor at Prairie View A&M
University in their electrical
engineering department. I am
on loan from AT&T-Bell Labs
in New Jersey."

44
Byron S. James has been elected
to the boards of directors of Mother
Lode Gold Mines Consolidated,
Amador United Gold Mines and
Northern Mines. James has been
chief financial officer for Mother
Lode Gold Mines since 1976 and
has been operating in that capacity
for Amador United and the North-
ern Mines since their inception. He
is also a director of Havilah Mining
Co. James and his wife, Caryl, live
in Piedmont, Calif.

John Allen Pierce, who's been
practicing architecture in Dallas
since 1963, received one of the
highest honors the American Insti-
tute of Architects bestows on its
members — advancement to its
College of Fellows. Fellowship in
the AIA is a lifetime honor. Pierce
is currently active in design, real
estate and construction consulting
and management. He and his wife,
Donna, have four grown children:
Susan, John Allen Jr., Sarah and
Randy.

Dorothy Caram, adjunct professor
of sociology at the University
of Houston, has been appointed
to the Harris County Hospital
District Board of Managers.

Billye Proctor-Shaw was featured
in a Feb. 21 Abilene Reporter-
News article for her portrayal of
"Miss Scarlett" at a recent Philhar-
monic Guild tea. Following a
varied career as teacher, retail
manager/buyer and real estate bro-
ker, she is currently vice president
of Big Tex Crude Oil Co. Proctor-
Shaw and her husband, H.L. Shaw,
have four children.

Class Recorder:
Maurine Bybee
3800 Chevy Chase
Houston, TX 77019
(713) 522-3705

Class Recorder Maurine Bybee
writes: "Our class is honored to
have a Distinguished Alumnus in
our ranks. Burton McMurtry was
one of three alumni honored at
Cohen House May 6. Burton and
Deedee (Meek) have made signifi-
cant contributions to Rice and
Stanford, and Burton is currently
on the Rice Board of Governors. In

accepting the award, Burton cited
the competitive nature of the Rice
student body, the Rice faculty, and
trustees Allen and Rayzor as signif-
icant influences. Congratulations,
Burt!" (For more information on
all three Distinguished Alumni,
see page 6.)

"Donna Conley Pierce wrote
last year with news of her gradua-
tion from the University of Dallas
with a degree in art history. She
wrote that she had finally caught
up with the rest of the '56 class!
Donna is the planetarium director
for Highland Park I.S.D. She and
Allen Pierce '54 have lived in
Dallas for many years.

"Joe Pollak was recently hon-
ored in New York City at Exxon
Chemical Co.'s inaugural award
dinner and received the worldwide
Polymer's Business Group Presi-
dent's Award for his outstanding
contributions in implementing
Polymer's key strategies relative to
quality assurance with customers,
manufacturing plants and sup-
pliers. He was nominated for the
award by several colleagues. Joe
is purchasing associate at Exxon
Chemical America's Houston head-
quarters. He and his wife, Peggy
Lehr, live in Baytown. Their two
children, Amy and Carl, recently
graduated from TCU Business
School in Fort Worth and are em-
ployed there by General
Dynamics.

"John Laffoon wrote last
August from Italy. He and his wife,
Carole, are living in Rome. Last
summer they gathered together all
the Rice alumni living in Italy and
had an enjoyable time drinking
wine and reading the Sallyport .

"Wilmer Anderson and his
wife, Rita, live in Madison, Wis.
Wilmer is a professor of physics at
the University of Wisconsin.

"Polly Benoit Rice died of
cancer on April 25. Polly was chair
of the humanities department at
Imperial Valley Community Col-
lege in El Centro, Calif., where
she was professor of Spanish and
French. She was married to Eric
Rice. The Pauline Rice Humanities
Memorial Scholarship Fund has
been set up in her memory. Con-
tributions may be sent to Imperial
Valley Community College,
El Centro, CA 92243."

The Rev. Helen Havens, the first
woman to be ordained an Episco-
pal priest in Houston, was one
of five nominees to replace the
bishop of the Diocese of Michigan.
She is rector of St. Stephen's Epis-
copal Church in the Montrose
area. Her husband, Neil Havens, is
director of the Rice Players.

R. L. (Bob) Walzel, general man-
ager for the specialty products
division at Texas Operations, Dow
Chemical U.S.A., has been named

manufacturing general manager
of operations in the BENELUX
Region of Dow Europe. He will be
responsible for manufacturing fa-
cilities at Terneuzen, DelfzijI and
the Botlek in the Netherlands, and
at Tessenderlo, Belgium. Walzel
joined Dow in Texas in 1957.

Class Recorder:
Dixie Sick Leggett
13411 Kingsride
Houston, TX 77079
(713) 468-5929

Class Recorder:
Phyllis Walton
4233 Harpers Ferry Road
Birmingham, AL 35213
(205) 870-0332

The Class of 1958 will hold its
30th reunion on Saturday, Nov.
12, from 5-7:30 p.m. Cocktails
and hors d'oeuvres will be served
at the home of Henry Gissel,
2249 Pelham. For more informa-
tion, contact Dr. Ben Orman,
10726 Tarrington, Houston, TX
77024, (713) 467-4278 or
526-5511.

Class Recorder Phyllis Walton
writes: "Congratulations are in
order to Flem Smith of Nashville,
who was named a Fellow in the
American Institute of Architects.
Flem has offices in Nashville, Bir-
mingham and Orlando. His firm
includes more than 300 architects.

"Ted Heesch is in Houston
with McFadden Ventures. They
build and operate clubs and
restaurants and have 24 in the
Houston area. Ted's children are
at Dartmouth, where Christi will
graduate this year and TA will
follow up next year.

"At last, I will graduate from
seminary with a Master of Biblical
Counseling. What comes next I do
not know. Dick would like to see
me gainfully employed, as I have
been counseling at no charge for
years. I know. ... you get what you
pay for.

"Okay, guys and gals! This
October is our year once again to
gather and enjoy a reunion. Please
make plans to be there, as the
homecoming committee always
does an excellent job providing
various activities for us to enjoy,
and they truly work hard so that
there is time to visit and get caught
up. You with grandchildren have a
wonderful and unsuspecting crowd
in which to show pictures and tell
cute stories. Let's have a grand
turnout, okay? Till next time..."

Class Recorder:
ibmmie Lu Maulsby
2256 Shakespeare
Houston, TX 77030
(713) 664-5042

Col. Prank Chambers (Hanszen)
was appointed a managing director
of West•Group, a major regional
developer in the Washington, D.C.-

Maryland-Virginia area after his
retirement from the U.S. Marine
Corps. He served in many posi-
tions in the Marine Corps, among
them, commanding officer of the
12th Marine regiment, assistant
deputy chief of staff research &
development, and comptroller,
Marine Corps bases, Western Pa-
cific. He and his wife, Carol, an
elementary art teacher, reside in
northern Virginia.

Class Recorder:
Barbie McKittrick
111 Guinea Drive
Houston, TX 77055
(713) 465-4827

Larry McMurtry's Pulitzer Prize-
winning novel Lonesome Dove has
been adapted for a CBS-TV eight-
hour miniseries starring Robert
Duvall and Anjelica Huston. Most
of the shooting for the miniseries
took place in Texas. It is scheduled
to air during the coming fall
season.

Class Recorder:
Nancy Burch
3311 Stoney Brook
Houston, TX 77063
(713) 781-3634

Almost a year to the date of his
heart transplant surgery, John S.
E. Jiannas and family have moved
to Virginia Beach, Va., where he
is director of administration for a
small defense-related computer
company. "I would be happy to
correspond or discuss this surgery
with anyone who might face this
challenge," he writes.

Class Recorder:
Kathleen Much
1065 Greenwood Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 328-9779
(415) 321-2052

The Class of 1963 will boot a
number of special reunion activi-
ties during homecoming weekend.
On Friday, Nov. 11, a cocktail
buffet will be held at the home of
Jim Jennings, 5830 Indian Trail,
Houston. On Saturday, Nov. 12,
the 25th Reunion Dinner-Dance
will be held at Cohen House.
Earlier that Saturday morning,
the class will act as hosts for the
annual Tribute to the Founder at
10 a.m. on the quadrangle. For
more information contact Jim
Jennings, 5830 Indian Trail,
Houston, TX 77057, (713)
6354600 or 784-3319.

Class Recorder Kathleen Much
writes: "The San Francisco Bay
Area Rice Alumni met Wednesday
evening, March 23, at Jimmy
llreybig's Tandem Computers
building in Cupertino, Calif. Rice
history professor Richard Smith
discussed contemporary life in
China and Rice (with a capital R).
Lydia Aseelin '69 arranged for an
accompanying wine and cheese
reception. About 60 alumni of all
vintages turned out for Smith's
slide show and talk."

Michael P. Buckley has been ad-
vanced to the College of Fellows of
the American Institute of Archi-
tects. Buckley is a founding
principal of Halcyon Ltd., a na-
tional real estate advisory and
development consulting organiza-
tion. He is currently on the faculty
at MIT's new Graduate Center for
Real Estate Development.

Peter Freeman (Will Rice), a
member of the faculty in Informa-
tion and Computer Science at the
University of California-Irvine, is
spending two years at the National
Science Foundation in Wash-
ington, D.C., as division director
for computer and computation re-
search. In addition to overseeing
disciplinary funding programs in
the core of computer science,
Freeman is a member of the man-
agement team that formulates
long-term funding policy for NSF.
His latest book, Software Perspec-
tives, was published in 1987 by
Addison-Wesley.

Betty A. Langley (Jones) writes
that her husband, James 0. Lan-
gley, has become president of
Sunshine Mining Co. in Dallas.

Betty Sue Peabody has been
named president and chief operat-
ing officer of Mellon Bank East in
Philadelphia. She was formerly ex-
ecutive vice president of Retail
Banking for First City Bancorpora-
tion of Texas.

Fryar Calhoun wrote about his
father, F. F. Calhoun '32, in an
article entitled, "The Old Man and
the Vines," in the May 1987 issue
of Texas Monthly. The senior Cal-
houn, "a city boy from Houston,"
took up farming in his 40s and re-
tired 30 years later, but retirement
made him restless so he planted a
vineyard on his Panhandle farm in
1984. lbday, there's a minor boom
in grapes grown in the area.

Jared Hazelton (Ph.D.), vice
president of economics with Mesa
Limited Partnership, was a fea-
tured speaker at a recent Pampa,
Texas, Chamber of Commerce
monthly luncheon. He spoke on
Texas' economic situation as part
of the local observance of Texas
Business and Industry Week.
Hazelton joined Mesa in January
after serving six years as president
of the Texas Research League.

Anita Katherine Jones (Jones)
has joined the University of Vir-
ginia in Charlottesville as professor
and head of the department of
computer science. She continues
as a member of the Defense
Science Board, a group of 35

scientists and technologists who
advise the leadership of the De-
partment of Defense on "things
technological." Jones joined the
board about the time Rice presi-
dent emeritus Hackerman rotated
off of it. She also continues on the
board of directors of Science
Applications International Corp.,
a diverse, high technology service
company with headquarters in
La Jolla, Calif.

The Rev. Danny L. Stephenson
(Ph.D.) has been named the new
minister of Bible Way Baptist
Church in Houston. Stephenson
taught chemistry for 15 years be-
fore he was ordained in 1971.

George J. Person (Hanszen)
writes that he's been practicing law
(oil & gas) in Laredo since graduat-
ing from UT Law School in 1968.
He's married with one daughter at
SMU and another daughter to join
her this fall. Person adds that he
enjoyed Bill Broyles' book on Viet-
nam. He hopes to make the next
reunion and sends greetings to the
Class of '65.

After 18 years ni Washington, most
of it with the government, John
Early (Wiess) has moved to Con-
necticut. He was named vice
president ofJuran Institute Inc.,
founded by Dr. J. M. Juran to
"study, teach and consult in man-
agement methods that create
quality leadership."

William Sheets has been ap-
pointed regional manager for
Miller Brewing Co.'s Northern Pa-
cific sales region, headquartered in
San Mateo, Calif. Sheets is respon-
sible for overall operations of the
sales region, including implemen-
tation of the company's sales and
marketing programs, distributor
relations and directing the ac-
tivities of a 33-person regional
staff. Sheets joined Miller in 1972
as a chemist at the Fort Worth
brewery. Most recently, he was re-
gional sales manager for Oregon.

Michael Wade Wood has been
elected to Winstead, McGuire,
Sechrest & Minick's five-member
management committee serving a
three-year term. Wood is a direc-
tor in the firm's real estate sectin°
in the Houston office, is a member
of the Houston and American Bar
Associations, the Urban Land
Institute, the board of trustees of

the Wortham Theater Center and
is a director and member of the
executive committee of Texas
American Bank Galleria, Houston.
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The Class of 1968 will hold its
20th reunion dinner at 7:30 p.m.
at The Forest Club on Friday,
Nov. 11. For more information,
contact Karen Hess Rogers,
5309 Bonney, Houston, TX
77086, (713) 960-8600, or Joe
Nelson, 1915 Belimeade Road,
Houston, TX 77019, (713)
223-4043.
Steven L. Frakes and Linda S.
Frakes '59 are in the Netherlands
for three years, where Steven is
working for Phillips in computer
marketing training. Their two
16-year-old sons and 14-year-old
daughter are taking piano lessons
and are involved at their Dutch
church there. The Frakes welcome
visits or cards from other Rice
alumni in Europe.

Kay Ludtke, chair of the language
arts department at Worley Middle
School in Mansfield, Texas, has
been selected for inclusion in the
1987-88 edition of Who's Whom
American Education. She was also
named Teacher of the Year at the
March meeting of the Mansfield
Kiwanis Club.

Almost 20 years to the day of her
graduation from Rice, Elizabeth
(Susan Norris) Moon (Jones) cel-
ebrated the publication of her first
book, a science fiction/fantasy
entitled Sheepfarmer's Daughter,
published by Baen Books. The
event provoked "the same mixed
home-stretch emotions as that
final semester. .. It is either ironic
or appropriate that the galleys
arrived in January, with a publi-
cation date of June, and I suddenly
realized that this book was going to
be tossed out into the real world
just as I had been," she writes.
"The books I'm writing now, the
stories I've written and will write,
would not be as they are had Rice
not given what it did — had the peo-
ple not given what they did.
Although the first book carries no
dedication on its first page, it is in
fact dedicated to those who made
it possible.. .which means, among
Others, the faculty and students of
Rice, from 1963-1968."

Thomas K. Gaylord (Ph.D.) is the
recipient of the Engineer of the
Year award from the Georgia So-
ciety of Professional Engineers and
the Meritorious Service Award
from the IEEE Education Society.
Gaylord is an internationally
known engineer in the areas of
electro-optics, optical computing
and integrated optics.

Libby Lehman, a quilt artist, pre-
sented a program, "Anatomy of a
Contemporary Artist," for a recent
meeting of the Baytown (Texas)
Area Quilt Guild. She also gave a
workshop on "Traditional Applique
Techniques and Designs" for the
guild. Lehman creates contempo-
rary abstract quilts.

Irma Birnbaum regretfully an-
nounces the untimely death of her
husband, Leo Steiner, on Dec. 31,
1987. Irma writes that Leo, a well-
known New York personality,
was the owner of the Carnegie
Delicatessen.

Eric S. Denbina (M.Ch.E. '62,
Will Rice) moved to Calgary,
Alberta, Canada, on June 1.

Paul Wiggins was featured in a
March 11 Houston Chronicle arti-
cle on "dropouts" in Texas' Big
Bend country. Wiggins lives with
his dog, Ellie, in a hand-built stone
hut, carved from a mountainside.
His home lacks running water and,
except for a 12-volt battery, elec-
tricity. Wiggins left his job at a
Chicago architectural firm 13
years ago for his current home in
the Chihuahuan Desert, five miles
from the ghost town of Terlingua.
In the area, roughly 260 miles
down the Rio Grande from El Paso,
there are no daily newspapers, no
television without a satellite dish,
and most of the time, radio recep-
tion only at night.

The Class of '63 AIM reunion
party will be in the Baker Col-
lege Commons, 8 p.m.-12 a.m.,
Saturday, Nov. 12,1988. Be
there or be square. Contact
Kathleen Ryan McLaurin, 6639
Edloe, Houston, TX 77005,
(713) 654-5531 or 668-6785 for
details.

Stanley F. Joynton, an attorney in
San Angelo, Texas, was a featured
speaker at a recent meeting of the
San Angelo Association of Life Un-
derwriters. He discussed "Non-
Probate Assets: The Wild Cards of
Estate Planning." Joynton is board
certified in estate planning and
probate law by the Texas Board of
Legal Specialization.

Michael S. Owen was sworn in as
a U.S. Foreign Service officer on
Feb. 2. He is serving in Dublin,
Ireland.

Jess and Gail Goodrich lbtten
(Will Rice/Brown) have moved
back to the States — to Austin,
Texas — after 10-and-one-half years
in Panama. The move was made
more difficult when their new
house flooded. As soon as it dries
out, they'd love to get back in
touch with old friends.

Scott Plummer (Ph.D.), on the
staff of the Texas Department of
Corrections psychiatric center at
Ellis II, was the featured speaker
at a recent Huntsville Unitarian
Fellowship meeting. He spoke on
"Scripts and Samsara: Secular, So-
cial and Transcendent Perspectives
on Change."

Gregory Anderson, project
manager at Sargent & Lundy, a
Chicago-based engineering firm,
presented a paper on "Fossil Bet-
terment Engineering" at Sargent &
Lundy's general engineering con-
ference held on March 10 and 11
and at S&L's Dallas engineering
conference held on March 25. The
firm specializes in the design of
electric power-generating stations,
transmission lines and related
facilities.

Wayne Hale (Hanszen) has been
named to the NASA Shuttle Flight
Director's office. During space
shuttle missions, flight directors
lead the large cadre of operators
within the Mission Control Center
who are responsible for monitoring
spacecraft systems and operations.
Hale and his fellow flight directors
will have overall responsibility for
the conduct of the mission and for
real-time decision making as mis-
sion events unfold. "This is an
exciting experience for me ...and
it will be a lot of fun," Hale writes.
"It's back to school for me for the
next six months to a year to learn
everything there is to know about
the shuttle and how it works. After
that I'll be eligible to be assigned to
lead the mission control center
team on a real flight!"

James P. Hennessy has been
named the new process services
department head at Exxon's Bay-
town Refinery. He and his wife,
Renee, have a son, Jonathan, and
a daughter, Elisabeth.

Patrick Lee Kennedy, M.D., has
been elected to fellowship in the
American College of Cardiology.
Kennedy is currently a faculty
member of the Department of
Medicine-Cardiology at Presby-
terian Hospital of Dallas.
"Late Night with David Letterman"
staff writer Jeff Martin, son of
Rice student activities director
Patricia Martin (M.A./Ph.D.) and
Rice sociology professor Bill Mar-
tin, was featured in a March 20
Houston Post profile. Martin, an
alumnus of Kinkaid School, had re-
turned to Houston to give the 1988
cum laude address there.

The Class of 1978 will host its
10th reunion activities during
homecoming weekend. A TGIF
will be held on campus Friday,
Nov. 11, in Anderson Courtyard.
On Saturday, Nov. 12, an off-
campus reunion party will be
held. For information, contact
Mary Julia Arnette Macune,
1835 Norfolk, Houston, TX
77098, (713) 622-6500 or
524-3742.

Douglas Bass (Sid Richardson)
has been acting in plays for a year
and a half with Cornerstone The-
atre in Dallas, a Christian theater
group similar to the A.D. Players in
Houston. Bass writes: "My most
notable role so far has been that of
Puddleglum the Marshwiggle in a
stage version of C.S. Lewis' 'The
Silver Chair.'"

David O'Gwynn was transferred
to Denver last fall. He writes:
"After driving 160 miles a day to
work since September, Cheryl and
I moved on Feb. 29. I am currently
a staff engineer with Ampex Video
Systems Division."

David Courtwright (Ph.D), chair
of the history department at the
University of Hartford, has ac-
cepted a position as professor and
department chair at the University
of North Florida, where he will
have the opportunity to design
and implement an M.A. program.
Courtwright's dissertation, Dark
Paradise: Opiate Addiction in
America Before 1940, was pub-
lished by Harvard University Press
in 1982. Courtwright and his wife,
Shelby, and sons, Andrew and
Paul, are looking forward to living
in the South again.

Al Gonzales was featured in a
March 20 Houston Chronicle arti-
cle on the increasing visibility of
Hispanic attorneys in Houston law
firms. Gonzales is one of five His-
panic associates at Vinson &
Elkins, which employs more than
400 lawyers.

Charles F. Jewell Jr. (Lovett)
writes that he is "still in one piece"
after a move to Lake Hopatcong,
N.J.

For news of Margaret Schauerte
Puckette, see class of 1981.

Thomas C. Smith (Sid
Richardson) was one of 250 Amer-
icans (and the only Texan)
scheduled to join 200 Soviet cit-
izens in the 1988 Soviet American
Walk in the Ukrainian Republic
of the U.S.S.R. this summer.
The Walk in the Soviet Union was
planned as a follow-up to a sepa-
rate Walk in the United States held
earlier in the summer. The walks
are sponsored by International
Peace Walk Inc., which is "dedi-
cated to creating positive means of
resolving international and cross
cultural conflicts."

Smith is currently working at
the University of Texas Graduate
Library since leaving Hollywood
(and his job as a picture editor) to
"find something worthwhile to
work on."

Mario Sznol, M.D., (Will Rice) re-
cently moved from Manhattan to
Rockville, Md., after completing a
fellowship in neoplastic diseases.
Sznol has taken a position as a sen-
ior investigator with the cancer
treatment evaluation program of
the National Cancer Institute.
They live in close proximity to
another Rice graduate, Irwin
Groner, who is also Manette's
uncle. (Also see "New Arrivals.")

Michael Joe Thannisch (Lovett)
writes that he is now a monk in
charge of developing churches on
the Honduran Miskito Coast:
"Learning Miskito (accent on first
syllable) has been challenging, but
with God's help, I will overcome.
After only four months here, I
have some real adventures to tell.
Travel is by plane (infrequent),
boat and foot. Occasionally by
motorcycle if I go where there's a
road. At present, have started two
churches, San Pedro Episcopal in
Pokwi and St. Mary of Bethany in
Puerto Lempira. Please feel free
to write me. Who knows, I might
even put you on my mailing list
(if you like)."

Class Recorder:
Richard Morris
9555 Cloverdale
San Antonio, TX 78250
(512) 523-1820
(512) 342-6063

Margaret Leland Dunaway (Will
Rice) finished work for a master's
degree in Spanish from Rice in
May and will enter the Ph.D. pro-
gram in Spanish at Harvard this
fall. She will be accompanied by
her husband, Jim Dunaway, who is
moving his architectural practice
to the Boston area. They would be
happy to hear from old friends in
the area.

lbny Palmer (Lovett) has been
working for Brown & Root's South-
east Regional Office in Mobile,
Ala., for about one-and-one-half
years. lbny was recently selected
as the lead civil/structural engi-
neer on a small project being
constructed in southern Louisiana
and he will serve nest year as trea-
surer of Mobile's branch of ASCE.
(Also see "New Arrivals.")

Class Recorder
Kevin Honnell
1421 Geneva St.
Raleigh, N.C. 27606
(919) 737-3615
(919) 851-2550

Michael Alan Caplinger (Ph.D.
'75, Will Rice) has moved back to
the South-west after two-and-one-
half years with Bellcore in New
Jersey. He's a research faculty
member at Arizona State Univer-
sity in Phoenix. Caplinger writes:
"I'm working on computer systems
for the Mars Observer mission,
scheduled for space shuttle launch
in 1992 — so I know where be for
the next four or five years. All my
friends from space physics will be
amazed!"

Wayne Derrick is currently work-
ing as a documentary cameraman
in London, England. A film he shot
about a Tibetan monastery, which
was shown at the Rice Media
Center last fall, recently won the
1988 Basil Wright prize, given by
the Royal Anthropological In-
stitute in London. Derrick also
shot a series that aired on British
television last October and plans
to shoot another series in Pennsyl-
vania this summer. "Maybe some
people will be interested to read in
the Sallyport what happened to
the guy who made the film about
the Ku Klux Klan leader Louis
Beam in 1981 while at Rice, as
well as what happens to old Rice
Thresher photography editors," he
writes, adding, "I miss the Texas
sun!"

Mark Hollar moved recently, to
Menlo Park, Calif. He is still with
Ampex Corp. in Redwood City,
but he changed jobs in December
since his previous department was
being transferred to Colorado
Springs. Hollar now works with the
Betacam Design Support Group.
His new job will allow him to make
occasional trips to Japan and Hong
Kong.

Karen J. Meech (Jones) writes:
"I received my Ph.D. in planetary
science in July 1987 from M.I.T.
and then moved to Honolulu,
Hawaii, where I accepted a faculty
position as an assistant astrono-
mer at the Institute for Astronomy
at the University of Hawaii. I spend
a lot of time observing on Mauna
Kea and in Chile in addition to my
teaching responsibilities. In April
1988 I received the Annie Jump
Cannon award in astronomy."

Robert Puckette and Margaret
Schauerte Puckette (BFA '80)
write from Taiwan: "We recently
had an experience you may be in-
terested in: We visited the capital
of Taiwan, Taipei, for a weekend
holiday and stayed at the Grand
Hotel, an imposing, pagoda-like
structure overlooking the city.
While inquiring at the information
desk, the clerk there noticed my
Rice ring and gave the traditional
Chinese 'thumbs up' sign, saying
'very good university!' When I
asked him if he knew about Rice,
he said, 'Oh, yes, it's in Houston,
Texas, and very famous in Taiwan
.. one of top five universities in
United States.. .' So it seems to us
at least, Rice is more familiar here
than in our home state of Oregon.
We are here in Hsinchu for a year
with our two daughters. 'He' is
R&D manager for a small elec-
tronics firm making hand-held
computers. 'She' is busy learning
Chinese language and culture and
doing lots of painting for an exhibi-
tion. The climate here is much like
Houston's, only more humid!"

Deborah Gronke Bennett (Hans-
zen) left Ampex after five years to
join Sun Microsystems, a manufac-
turer of technical workstations,
as a diagnostics engineer in the
graphics products division. Don
Bennett (Wiess) left Hewlett Pack-
ard after six years to join Frame
Technology, a producer of desktop
publishing software. They write:
"We spend our free time bicycle
riding with a local bike club." Deb-
bie also sings with several local
choirs. The couple planned to go to
Australia this summer for Expo '88
with one of the choirs.

Richard H. Dees, a doctoral
candidate in philosophy at the
University of Michigan, has been
awarded a Charlotte W. Newcombe
Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship
for his proposed dissertation on "A
Context for Liberalism: A Human
Theory of Politics." The award,
which includes a stipend of
$10,000, is sponsored by the
Woodrow Wilson National Fellow-
ship Foundation. The fellow-
ships allow a year of uninterrupted
research and writing by students
whose dissertations concern eth-
ical or religious values as they
relate to important social, histor-
ical or literary issues.
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Randy C. GardeII, M.D., (Wiess)
writes from Pearl Harbor, Hawaii,
where he and his wife, Barbara,
were recently transferred: "Aloha!
I just completed a six-month un-
dersea medicine course and am
now the diving medical officer for
the Navy's Mobile Diving and Sal-
vage Unit here. Drop by for a visit."
George H. Hoemann (Ph.D.) has
been appointed associate editor of
The Papers of Andrew Jackson.
Many Pauroso (Hanszen) and
Gaye Grayson Pauroso '84 are
stationed in Munich, where he
took command of the 5th M.I.
Company on May 31. (Also see
"New Arrivals.")

Ruth A. Strauss (Hanszen) re-
cently joined the banking section
of the Houston office of the law
firm Winstead, McGuire, Sechrest
& Minick. On the lighter side, she
writes, she recently had a blast
snorkeling in the Florida Keys with
Shaheen lbose, who received his
Rice Ph.D. this May in particle
physics.

The Class of 1983 will hold its
fifth reunion party on Saturday,
Nov. 12, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Farnsworth Pavilion of the Ley
Student Center. For information
contact Rachel Hill Deskin, 1707
Bolsover, Houston, TX 77005,
(713) 778-2366.

Kristine Annexstad married
George Ritter, whom she met
through mutual friends and Rice
classmates Lorna Viehweg Weir
'81 (Brown) and Randy Weir
(Lovett), in December 1986.
George and Randy are high school
friends from Oak Ridge, Tenn., and
now work together for E-Systems-
Garland Division. Annexstad
writes: "We have moved to Alex-
andria, Va., where we had our first
child, Nicholas Gardner, on March
11, 1988. I plan to work as soon as
possible but will first take the ar-
chitecture registration exam in
June. George works with many
Rice alums: Chris '82 and Kathryn
Atkins '84 and Stefani and Mike
Eck '85. Since moving to Virginia
I have seen Victoria Rixey '83
(M/Arch.) and her husband,
Douglas, who have opened their
own architecture firm in
Arlington, Va."

Robert Carington married Debbie
Baker of Memphis, Tenn., in
Memphis on Oct. 17, 1987. After
a honeymoon in Vermont and
Boston, the newlyweds settled
in Houston. They both work for
UNOCAL. Lovett College members
attending the wedding included:
Dave Leib, Mike Lieb, Paul
Godec, Steve Bene '86, Bill
Moebius '82 and Dave Bardett.

Michael Kane moved from
Houston to Dallas and has taken a
job with General Electric Capital
as an associate in the Corporate
Investments Financing Group
doing merchant banking and
project finance.

Pamela J. Pearson has been
sworn in as an officer in the U.S.
Foreign Service, assigned to
Guayaquil, Ecuador.

R. Michael Cunningham has been
the graduate assistant basketball
coach for Memphis State Univer-
sity since September 1987. He is
currently working on a master's
degree in communications (broad-
casting) and also spent the spring
getting ready for the NCAAs.
Michael heard from John Witten
'85 (Sid Richardson), who is now
an assistant basketball coach at
Ballard High School in Louisville,
Ky. He writes: "I'm still single,
don't know about John... I would
like to say congratulations to
Coach Thompson and David Willie
for bringing exciting basketball
back to Rice. However, in reading
the February 1988 issue of the
Sallyport, I found an error. You
see, on Jan. 22, 1984,1 was named
Southwest Conference Player of
the Week. It was then stated I was
the first Rice player since Rick to
receive the honor. I'm not sure,
but I believe Greg Hines also has
received the honor since I did,
which is also before David's fine
accomplishment."

Craig P. Lesser (Sid Richardson)
completed his law degree at South
Texas College of Law, took the bar
and moved to Dayton, Texas. He
started work in January as an as-
sistant district attorney for Liberty
and Chambers counties at the dis-
trict attorney's office in Liberty,
Texas.

Thomas C. Mackey (Ph.D.), pres-
ently assistant professor of history
at the University of Nebraska, has
accepted a tenured assistant pro-
fessorship and directorship of the
legal studies program at Montana
State University. Mackey's disser-
tation was published sea book,
Red Lights Out: A Legal History of
Prostitution, Disorderly Houses
and Vice Districts, 1870-1971, by
Garland Publishing Co. of New
York in 1987.

Michael R Mann was honored re-
cently by the Texas Association of
Basketball Coaches as the organi-
zation's sportswriter of the year.
Mann has been on the San Antonio
Avalanche-Journal staff since
graduating from Rice.

Gregory L. Smith has been admit-
ted to the University of California-
Berkeley and New York University
Law Schools, the latter having
chosen him as a finalist in their
prestigious Root-Tilden-Snow fel-
lowship competition.

David S. 'Inger is headed back
to school to finish his Ph.D. after
spending two years at the DuPont
Experimental Station — not doing
experiments, he adds. Dan
Arenson '84 (Lovett) visited
recently. "If Wilmington is the
chemical capital of the U.S.,"
Teager asks, "why aren't there
more Rice graduates here?"

Class Recorder:
David M. Phillips
6013 Ridge View Drive
Alexandria, Va. 22310

Kimberly Edwards is one of 10
students completing their graduate
studies in the Lyndon B. Johnson
School of Public Affairs at the
University of Texas-Austin selected
to participate in the Presidential
Management Intern Program. The
purpose of the program is to at-
tract into federal service persons of
exceptional management poten-
tial. Edwards majored in business/
political science at Rice.

Chris Kreidler (Lovett) writes
that he "spent all of March on the
road (part vacation, part business)
visiting Maui (beautiful, fun), Las
Vegas (profitable), Washington,
D.C. (busy) and Houston (Beer-
Bike). Returned to Amarillo and
found out I'd been promoted (to
consultant for Mesa Limited Part-
nership, headed by T. Boone
Pickens). Maybe I should travel
more often. . ."

Don Mango (Wiess) is doing actu-
arial work for an insurance
company in Manhattan. He sees
Boris Jezic '85, who's "at Colum-
bia Business School and playing
water polo," from time to time.
Don's sister, Laurie Mango '84,
has been accepted to the UCSF
medical residency program.
lbny Munn (Jones) writes from
the U.S.S. Enterprise, where he is
a pilot: "I'm stuck in the North
Arabian Sea right now. We hacl a
port visit in Kenya last month and
I went on safari. Had a great time.
Saw Richard lbrres '86 (Jones) in
January. He lives in San Diego now."

David C. Dankworth (Jones) and
Pamela L. Williams '87 (Jones)
were married April 9, 1988 in the
Princeton University Chapel,
Princeton, N.J. Other Rice atten-
dees were best man Thomas Jung
Jr., Carlyle M. Lowell '77 and
Karen L. Oehler '87 (all of Jones).
David is currently pursuing a Ph.D.
at Princeton, having returned from
Cambridge University in June
1987. Pamela is working at Lum-
mus Crest in New Jersey as a
process design engineer. lbm Jung
is working for Texas Instruments
in Dallas, Carlyle Lowe works for
Rockwell in Clear Lake, Texas, and
Karen Oehler is at Cambridge on a
Churchill Scholarship.
Marcos Frid received his M.S. in
electrical engineering from Stan-
ford University in June 1987. After
a one-month trip to seven Euro-
pean countries and Israel, he
started work as a design engineer
of super-minicomputers for
Hewlett-Packard in Cupertino,
Calif. Frid would like to hear from
classmates.

Windsor Thomas (Will Rice) just
moved to Charleston, S.C., and is
stationed on the U.S.S. Stonewall
Jackson, where he's known as the
"mighty war owl." He'd like old
friends to get in touch.

Regina Cavanaugh, winner of nu-
merous track and field awards at
Rice and now training for the 1988
U.S. Olympic track and field team,
was named one of 10 Outstanding
Women of 1988 by the YWCA for
her accomplishments in athletics.

Linda Haugen Vickery and Caise
Vickery (Brown) write: "After liv-
ing since graduation and the
wedding in Fort Walton Beach,
Fla., we have been transferred by
the Air Force to Ohio. Linda quit
her job ass personnel specialist
and is currently job-hunting. Life
is still bliss for the 'fairy tale
couple'!"

Suzanne M. Fitzpatrick (Hans-
zen) writes: "It still sounds strange
to call myself an alum of Rice, but
I'm getting used to it. I truly en-
joyed the senior picnic in April. It
was a great way to start the gradu-
ation celebration." Suzanne just
made her first donation to the
Alumni Fund since she thought
she should "get in the habit early
because I do want to continue to
support and be involved with
Rice." She started law classes at
U.T. in May.

Jeffrey Cox '70 (Will Rice) and
Lois Kincheloe Cox '71 (Jones)
announce the birth of a son, David
Martin, on Feb. 9,1987. Their
daughter, Eleanor, is 4. The Coxes
live in Iowa City, Iowa.
Ben Primer '71 and his wife,
Terry, announced the birth of their
son, Christopher Caldwell, on a
blue ticket stub. "It's a Boy!" star-
ring Christopher, "A Primer
Production" conceived from an
original play by his parents, was
performed on Dec. 9 at the Greater
Baltimore Medical Center.
Debra Moore Lewis '72 (Jones)
and her husband, Russell, an-
nounce the birth of their first
child, Alexa Claire, on July 22,
1987. They live in Corpus Christi.
Gordon King '74 (Sid Rich) and
his wife, Christine Cousineau,
announce the birth of their first
child, Charles Richard, in Sep-
tember 1987. They write: "Charles
has already promised not to go into
architecture." The family lives in
Boston.

Alan D. Row '75 (Hanszen) and
his wife, Alice, announce the birth
of a new daughter. They also have
two sons, ages 5 and 3. The Rows
live in Lubbock, Texas.

Marion Johnson Stanton '75
(Brown) announces the birth of a
son, Emmett Joseph Stanton, on
Jan. 30, 1988. He joins big sisters
Elizabeth, 4, and Ann, 2. Marion
writes: "With this new addition to
the family, I am retiring for a few
years from my position as senior
attorney at Pacific Telesis." The
Stantons live in San Francisco.

Michael J. Smith '77 and Phyllis
L. Smith '81 (Baker/Baker) an-
nounce the birth of their first
child, Justin Michael, on Jan. 30,
1988. The Smiths live in Colorado
Springs.

Faith Stovall James '78 and
Jesse H. James '80 (Jones/Sid
Rich) announce the birth of their
first child, Evan Marie, on April 22,
1988. The James family lives in
Rosslyn, Va., just outside Wash-
ington, D.C.

Linn Osborn '78 and Carol
McKinney Osborn '78 (Wiess/
Brown) announce the birth of a
son, Oliver Freeman, on Nov. 23,
1987. Their older son, Jason Linn,
is 4. Linn is a senior project engi-
neer at C.E. Lummus-Crest in
Houston, and the family lives in
Channelview.

Steve Spinella '78 and Laura
Ramage Spinals '80 (Lovett/
Brown) announce the birth of a
daughter, Sarah Anne, on Feb. 5,
1988. Steve has begun work on a
Doctor of Ministry, marriage and
family, at Eastern Baptist Theologi-
cal Seminary. The Spinellas live in
Willingboro, N.J.

Though his dad, Lee Hochberg
'79 (Will Rice) works for the
media as senior producer of the
"MacNeill/Lehrer Newshour," little
Aaron Hochberg has already suf-
fered "media burns" — his birth
announcement was inadvertently
omitted from the February 1988 is-
sue of Sallyport. Aaron was born
to Lee and his wife, Ellen, on
July 19, 1987. Lee writes: "Aaron is
now rolling all over the place, and
already has 13 plane flights to his
credit, but the airlines won't give
him frequent flier miles. They
thanked me for my suggestion,
but..." The Hochbergs live in
Seattle.

Mario Sznol '79 and his wife,
Manette, announce the birth of
their second son, Evan Levi, on
Dec. 19, 1987. Their oldest son,
Jason, is now 2. The Sznols live in
Rockville, Md.

Fiona Jackson Cook '80 (Jones)
and her husband, Paul, announce
the birth of a son, Nicholas Andrew,
on June 14, 1987. They live in
Dorchester, Mass.

Brian W. Cooper '80 (Sid Rich)
and Cindy Kiest Cooper '82
(Brown) announce the birth of
their first child, David Robert, on
March 1, 1988. The Coopers live in
Webster, Texas.

'Ibny Palmer '80 (Lovett) and his
wife, Alicia, announce the birth of
their second child, Julie Rebecca,
on Feb. 16, 1988. The family lives
in Mobile, Ala.

Deborah A. Sedberry '80
(Hanszen) and her husband, Jeff
Kingman, announce the birth of
their first child, Lauren Elizabeth,
on Feb. 13, 1988. An M.D., Deborah
writes: "We will be relocating to
the San Francisco Bay area in July,
where I'll be continuing a fel-
lowship in Developmental/
Behavioral Pediatrics at UCSF, and
Jeff will begin a research neurology
fellowship at Stanford." They live
in Glendale, Calif.

Carmen Delgado '81 and Duane
King '78 (Jones/Wiess) announce
the birth of a daughter, Elizabeth
Katherine King, on Sept. 30, 1987.
This is their second daughter. The
family lives in Houston.

Bob and Jennifer Robison '81
announce the birth of a son, Travis
James, on Feb. 3, 1988, in San
Antonio. He has a 2-and-one-half-
year-old brother, Luke Alexander.

Kathryn Vick Alexis '81 (Hans-
zen) and her husband, Michael,
announce the birth of a son,
Gregory Michael, on March 3,
1988. Kathryn has also recently
started a new job in Philadelphia
as an operations planner with the
Southeastern Pennsylvania Trans-
portation Authority.
Brian McGeever '81 (Wiess) and
his wife, Patricia, announce the
birth of their first child, Emmett
Brian McGeever III, on March 17,
1988. The family lives in Houston.
Lloyd LaComb '82 and Erin
Flaherty LaComb '83 (Baker/
Brown) announce the birth of their
first child, Alexander Michael, on
March 4, 1988. They write: "Lloyd
is still working on his Ph.D. at
Stanford, finishing up this sum-
mer. Erin is takings leave of
absence from Lockheed to enjoy
motherhood." They live in Sun-
nyvale, Calif.

Tony Pauroso '82 and Gaye
Grayson Pauroso '84 announce
the birth of a son, Grayson, on May
5, 1988. Their daughter, Courtney,
is now 3. The Paurosos live in
Munich, Germany.

Carol Dowdy Robinson '82
(Jones) and her husband, Bill,
announce the birth of their first
child, Kyle Brooks, on March 19,
1988. He was born at Methodist
Hospital in Houston. The Robin-
sons live in lbmball, Texas.
Loren Jacobs Watterworth '82
(Brown) and her husband, Randy,
announce the birth of their first
child, Jeffrey Alan, on March 28,
1988. The family lives in Houston.

Kristine Annexstad '83 and her
husband, George Ritter, announce
the birth of a son, Nicholas
Gardner, on March 11,1988. The
family lives in Alexandria, Va.
Kenneth W. Capps '83 and
Cheryl Wahba Capps '83 (Wiess/
Brown) announce the birth of their
second child, Nicholas Ryan. Their
daughter, Marisa, is 4. They are liv-
ing in Ft. Wayne, Ind., where Ken
is a producibility engineer and
Cheryl is a shop operations man-
ager at G.E. Aerospace.

Laura Wright Shoppa '84 and
Chris Shoppa '83 (Brown/Sid
Rich) announce the birth of their
first child, William Rice, on July
17, 1987. Laura writes: "In keeping
with the tradition of turning in all
my Rice assignments late, I'm
turning Will's birth announcement
in late as well." Chris is working for
Texas Commerce Bank in the real
estate department; the family lives
in Fort Worth.

Jooyong Ahn '85 and his wife,
Deborah, announce the birth of
their second son, Benjamin Jacob,
on Dec. 3, 1987. Their first son,
Jonathan, is almost 4. The Ahns
live in Grove City, Pa.
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Franklin E. Baty, former Rice
faculty member, on Sept. 4, 1986.

Robert K. Maddrey '21 of
Houston on April 15, 1988.

Webster J. Tharp '22 of Houston
on Apri114, 1988.

Doris Heisig Brown '24 of
Houston on March 13, 1988.

Harriett Marie Joekel '25 of
Houston on Feb. 26, 1988.

Ethel MacKenzie Orton '25 of
Houston on April 26, 1988.

Edith H. Gardner '26 of Beau-
mont, Texas, in October 1985.

Thomas J. Johnson '27 of Mis-
sion, Texas, on Jan. 10, 1988.

John Robert Dawson '29 of
Hampton, Va., in January 1988.
(His wife, Celia R. Dawson '30 is
Still living in Hampton, Va., despite
previous Sallyport reports to the
contrary.)

Gladys H. Morgan '30 of Kerrville,
Texas, on Sept. 6, 1987.

John W. Byers '31 of Houston on
Oct. 13, 1985.

Mildred L. Muery '31 of Brenham,
Texas, on Dec. 22,1987.

Richard W. Balzen '32 of San
Antonio on March 5,1988.

Carmen Leah Hess '32 of
Houston on April 13, 1988.

Ellen E. Petitfds '34 of Houston
on March 25, 1988.

Percy Eugene Arthur '35 of
Houston in June 1988.

Samuel H. Gibson '35 of Graford,
Texas, on Nov. 28, 1987.

Virginia Davis Fouke '37 of
Houston on April 7, 1988.

Robert H. Vineyard '38 on
Sept. 11, 1965.

Austin W. Overland Jr. '40 on
Feb. 28,1980.

James G. Coman II '42 of Cal-
vert, Texas, on April 27,1988.

Richard E. Scheurich '42 on
March 30, 1987.

Beta Wagner Elrod '42 of
Houston on March 17,1988.

Lowell E. Rutledge '42 of
Daingerfield, Texas, on March 30,
1988.

Michael V. Kelly '44 of Houston
on March 14, 1988.

John B. Evans '49 of Houston on
April 7, 1988.

Kent Richard Hofmann '66
(B.ARCH. '67) of Atlanta, Ga., on
April 3, 1988.

Barry Harold Nickle '67 in July
1987.

Darrell Bruce Sims '84 of
Houston on March 25, 1988.

Let us hearfrom you
flijoy keeping up with friends and classmates in the Classnotes section? Why

not return the favor — drop us a line and a (preferably black and white) photo
at Sallyport, Office of University Relations, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas
77251.
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Sailing the Open Seas
A cruise through the natural beauty of Canada's Maritime Provinces kicks off
a new fall season of alumni travel opportunities from the Association of Rice
Alumni. "Water" is the theme, as autumn trips include yachting around New
England on the Yorktown Clipper and, for landlubbers, hiking around Italy's
beautiful lakes region.

For more information about these and other upcoming trips, call the
alumni office at (713) 527-4057. Prices are approximate.

Explore the Gulf of St. Lawrence
Aug. 6-14
This special voyage highlights the natural history and untouched beauty of
Canada's Maritime Provinces. On board the Illiria, travelers will hear a marine
biologist discuss the region's remarkable wildlife, while an expert on the
history and diversity of the ports-of-call will prepare them for on-shore
excursions. When not enjoying the thrill of whale sightings at sea, travelers
will enjoy land visits to the Bonaventure Island Bird Sanctuary, St. Pierre et
Miquelon and Gros Morne National Park. With a maximum guest capacity
of 140, the Illiria features elegant furnishings, museum-quality artwork and
expansive open decks amid a relaxed and congenial atmosphere.

Approximate cost is $1,460 to $3,375, depending on choice of cabin. Price
does not include airfare to and from Montreal.

New England on the Yorktown Clipper
Sept. 3-10
This is the most exclusive, uncrowded way to see New England — luxury yacht-
ing aboard the Yorktown Clipper. Graced with spectacular seasonal beauty, the
character of this picturesque coastal region has been shaped by the sea. You'll
cruise in the grand style of yachtsmen to Boston, the Cape Cod Canal, Nan-
tucket, Martha's Vineyard, Newport, New Bedford, Plymouth.. names evoking
revolutionary times and a heritage of seaborne commerce, fishing and whaling.
Accompanying the tour will be Harold M. Hyman, Rice's William P. Hobby Pro-
fessor of History. $1,595-$2,695, depending on choice of stateroom. Optional
pre-cruise package at Woodstock Inn and Resort is available.

Walking lbur of Italian Lakes Region
Sept. 17-29
A trip for those who wish to see some of the most beautiful scenery in Europe
firsthand, without the discomforts and inconveniences of the typical back-
packing trip. At the end of each day, travelers will enjoy the offerings of resort
towns such as Lugano, Lanzo d'Intelvi or Menaggio. But each day will be filled
with some of the world's most beautiful scenery, as hiking tours of Monte San
Salvatore, Monte Bre, Monte Generoso, etc. are conducted. Participants will
also have the opportunity to explore the sights of Milan, where the tour begins
and ends. Accompanying the group will be Joan E. Strassman, associate pro-
fessor of biology at Rice, who will be able help travelers identify the flora and
fauna of the Italian Lakes region. Approximately $2,822.
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Parting
Shots

On July 2, the Monsters of Rock hit campus
in the first commercial concert to be held
at Rice Stadium. For the story behind the
spandex, see the related article on page
three of this issue.

Photo by Tommy LaVergne


